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Purpose
This Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Project/
Program Management Career Path (PPMCP) Guide is a
resource for the program management community. It
serves as a tool to help guide project, program, and
portfolio mangers (PPMs) through their career
development by explaining:

Purpose
This Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Project/
Program Management Career Path (PPMCP) Guide is a
resource for the program management community. It
serves as a tool to help guide project, program, and
portfolio mangers (PPMs) through their career
development by explaining:

• Key drivers for the field of program

• Key drivers for the field of program

management
• Professional development philosophy,
and roles and responsibilities
• Program manager career path
framework
• Key knowledge areas/competencies,
training, and education requirements
• Knowledge and performance
expectations for PPMs
• Certification requirements for program
managers

management
• Professional development philosophy,
and roles and responsibilities
• Program manager career path
framework
• Key knowledge areas/competencies,
training, and education requirements
• Knowledge and performance
expectations for PPMs
• Certification requirements for program
managers

The information provided throughout this guide is aligned with
the current direction of Department of Transportation (DOT),
Office of Management and Budget (OMB), Office of Personnel
Management (OPM), industry, and leading Federal agencies in
program management.

The information provided throughout this guide is aligned with
the current direction of Department of Transportation (DOT),
Office of Management and Budget (OMB), Office of Personnel
Management (OPM), industry, and leading Federal agencies in
program management.
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Key Drivers

Key Drivers

Effective program management is at the core of FAA’s
ability to deliver its services and products on time and
within budget. To successfully accomplish this, there are
two key areas that we must focus on:

Effective program management is at the core of FAA’s
ability to deliver its services and products on time and
within budget. To successfully accomplish this, there are
two key areas that we must focus on:

Rigorous, consistent business
processes, across the FAA, are critical
for achieving: improved productivity, unit
cost reductions, and value-added
services to our customers. PPMs need
an enterprise-wide model that shows the
connections of business processes at all
levels. They must be able to work with
technological tools that allow them to
successfully manage end-to-end
processes across work units.

Effective Project/Program
Management

Qualified program managers at all
levels are critical to our success. The
increasing complexity of our projects
and programs demands that PPMs
across the agency possess and
demonstrate high levels of skill and
knowledge to successfully deliver FAA
projects and programs on time and
within budget and scope.
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Qualified program managers at all
levels are critical to our success. The
increasing complexity of our projects
and programs demands that PPMs
across the agency possess and
demonstrate high levels of skill and
knowledge to successfully deliver FAA
projects and programs on time and
within budget and scope.

Rigorous, consistent business
processes, across the FAA, are critical
for achieving: improved productivity, unit
cost reductions, and value-added
services to our customers. PPMs need
an enterprise-wide model that shows the
connections of business processes at all
levels. They must be able to work with
technological tools that allow them to
successfully manage end-to-end
processes across work units.

Effective Project/Program
Management
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Professional Development

Professional Development

Professional development helps employees enhance their
performance or prepares them to explore new career
opportunities. Professional development should be
based on the strategic goals and direction of the agency,
and the career interests of the individual; however, it does
not guarantee a promotion or pay increase.

Professional development helps employees enhance their
performance or prepares them to explore new career
opportunities. Professional development should be
based on the strategic goals and direction of the agency,
and the career interests of the individual; however, it does
not guarantee a promotion or pay increase.
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Professional development is a shared
responsibility.

Professional development is a shared
responsibility.

The agency makes strategic investments in
the area of professional development and
promotes a collaborative learning
environment. In such an environment,
employees continuously develop know-how,
learn from experience, and share their
knowledge with those who will carry aviation
into the future.

The agency makes strategic investments in
the area of professional development and
promotes a collaborative learning
environment. In such an environment,
employees continuously develop know-how,
learn from experience, and share their
knowledge with those who will carry aviation
into the future.

Each employee must take responsibility for
meeting personal career goals. The FAA
benefits when employees develop their
potential and make greater contributions to
organizational goals. To optimize their
performance, employees should partner with
their managers/supervisors to create
individual training/development plans, and
initiate actions that will lead to fulfillment of
their goals.

Each employee must take responsibility for
meeting personal career goals. The FAA
benefits when employees develop their
potential and make greater contributions to
organizational goals. To optimize their
performance, employees should partner with
their managers/supervisors to create
individual training/development plans, and
initiate actions that will lead to fulfillment of
their goals.
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Senior managers and Subject Matter
Experts (SMEs) in each professional
discipline will guide and shape the scope
and content of professional development
for that discipline.

Senior managers and Subject Matter
Experts (SMEs) in each professional
discipline will guide and shape the scope
and content of professional development
for that discipline.

Managers/supervisors and SMEs are
positioned to determine the knowledge, skills,
abilities, and experiences needed for success
at each stage of an individual’s professional
growth. They must anticipate changing
requirements based on internal and external
demands to guide and shape the scope and
content of professional development.

Managers/supervisors and SMEs are
positioned to determine the knowledge, skills,
abilities, and experiences needed for success
at each stage of an individual’s professional
growth. They must anticipate changing
requirements based on internal and external
demands to guide and shape the scope and
content of professional development.

Knowledge of common tools, approaches,
and practices will help to ensure consistent,
efficient, and effective delivery of products
and services across the agency.

■■■
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Employees in similar disciplines will
share tools and approaches, and be
“universally assignable” across the
organization.

Employees in similar disciplines will
share tools and approaches, and be
“universally assignable” across the
organization.
Knowledge of common tools, approaches,
and practices will help to ensure consistent,
efficient, and effective delivery of products
and services across the agency.

■■■
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Professional Development
Responsibilities

Professional Development
Responsibilities

All PPMs apply common knowledge, skills, and abilities/
competencies (KSAs/Competencies) organized into the
following three areas:

All PPMs apply common knowledge, skills, and abilities/
competencies (KSAs/Competencies) organized into the
following three areas:

Employee

Manager

Employee

Organization

Employee Responsibilities

Manager

Employee Responsibilities

Determine career goals.
Assess individual strengths and development
needs with his/her manager.
Work with his/her supervisor to develop an
Individual Development Plan (IDP) supporting
current and long-term professional goals, as well
as organizational goals.
Work with his/her supervisor to schedule
appropriate on-the-job training, complementary
formal training, and development activities.
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Organization

Determine career goals.
Assess individual strengths and development
needs with his/her manager.
Work with his/her supervisor to develop an
Individual Development Plan (IDP) supporting
current and long-term professional goals, as well
as organizational goals.
Work with his/her supervisor to schedule
appropriate on-the-job training, complementary
formal training, and development activities.
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Manager Responsibilities

Manager Responsibilities

Support development and training of employees.
Determine the job-related knowledge, skills,
abilities, and experiences employees need to
effectively carry out the work of the organization.
Counsel, coach, and guide employees in their
professional development planning.
Help employees define their short– and long-term
development and training needs, and how they
support organizational goals.

Support development and training of employees.
Determine the job-related knowledge, skills,
abilities, and experiences employees need to
effectively carry out the work of the organization.
Counsel, coach, and guide employees in their
professional development planning.
Help employees define their short– and long-term
development and training needs, and how they
support organizational goals.

Organization Responsibilities

Organization Responsibilities
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Assure an organizational structure exists that
supports development of employees.
Provide necessary resources (dollars and time) for
employee development.

■■■
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Career Path Levels

FAA Program Management
Career Path Levels

FAA has identified the following five levels for managers
of projects, programs, and portfolios:
•
•
•
•
•

FAA has identified the following five levels for managers
of projects, programs, and portfolios:
•
•
•
•
•

Prerequisite
Project Manager
Project Manager Major*
Program Manager
Portfolio Manager/Executive

These levels, and their associated recommended
qualifications and competencies, are explained in the
following pages.

Prerequisite
Project Manager
Project Manager Major*
Program Manager
Portfolio Manager/Executive

These levels, and their associated recommended
qualifications and competencies, are explained in the
following pages.

Portfolio Manager /
Executive

Portfolio Manager /
Executive

Program
Manager

Program
Manager

Project
Manager Major*

Project
Manager Major*

Project
Manager

Project
Manager

Prerequisite

Prerequisite

* NOTE: The term “Major” is taken from OMB guidance on program
manager qualifications.

* NOTE: The term “Major” is taken from OMB guidance on program
manager qualifications.
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FAA Project/Program
Knowledge Areas

FAA Project/Program
Knowledge Areas

FAA has adopted the Project Management Institute’s
(PMI) Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK®) Guide as the guiding standard for the
program management community. This body of
knowledge is the industry standard for project
management.

FAA has adopted the Project Management Institute’s
(PMI) Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK®) Guide as the guiding standard for the
program management community. This body of
knowledge is the industry standard for project
management.

FAA has adapted PMI’s nine knowledge areas, adding
two FAA-specific areas:

FAA has adapted PMI’s nine knowledge areas, adding
two FAA-specific areas:

Time

Procurement

Risk

Cost

Quality

Communication

Scope

Human
Resources

Product Development, Technical, System
Engineering (FAA Specific)

Integration

Time

Procurement

Risk

Cost

In-service (Product
Logistics) Management (FAA Specific)

Quality

Introduction

Integration

Introduction

Product Development, Technical, System
Engineering (FAA Specific)

Communication

Scope

Human
Resources

In-service (Product
Logistics) Management (FAA Specific)
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Skills, and Abilities/Competencies

Project Management Knowledge,
Skills, and Abilities/Competencies

The application of common knowledge, skills, and
abilities/competencies (KSAs/Competencies) is the
responsibility of all project/program managers.

The application of common knowledge, skills, and
abilities/competencies (KSAs/Competencies) is the
responsibility of all project/program managers.

Each KSA/Competency falls within one of the eleven
knowledge areas, and is organized into one of three
categories:

Each KSA/Competency falls within one of the eleven
knowledge areas, and is organized into one of three
categories:

General KSAs/
Competencies

General KSAs/
Competencies
Technical (IT Project
Management) KSAs/
Competencies

Technical (IT Project
Management) KSAs/
Competencies

Project Management
KSAs/Competencies

Project Management
KSAs/Competencies

■■■

■■■

NOTE: Refer to Glossary for definitions of individual KSAs/
Competencies.

NOTE: Refer to Glossary for definitions of individual KSAs/
Competencies.
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General KSAs/
Competencies

General KSAs/
Competencies

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Technical (IT Project
Management) KSAs/
Competencies
management
• Data management
• Enterprise

• Business process

•

Reengineering
• Capital planning
• Communications

management
• Cost management
• Human Resources (HR)
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

management
Information
technology
performance
assessment
Information
technology security
and privacy
Infrastructure design
Systems life cycle
Technology
awareness

management
Integration management
Procurement management
Quality management
Risk management
Scope management

•
•
•
•

Technical (IT Project
Management) KSAs/
Competencies
• Configuration

management
• Data management
• Enterprise

architecture
• Information
•

Project Management
KSAs/Competencies
• Business process

•

Reengineering
• Capital planning
• Communications

management
• Cost management
• Human Resources (HR)
•
•
•
•
•
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Customer service
Decision making
Flexibility
Interpersonal skills
Leadership
Legal, government and
jurisprudence
Oral communication
Organizational
awareness
Problem solving
Reasoning
Team building
Writing

•
•
•

management
Information
technology
performance
assessment
Information
technology security
and privacy
Infrastructure design
Systems life cycle
Technology
awareness

management
Integration management
Procurement management
Quality management
Risk management
Scope management
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•
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KSAs/Competencies

•
•

• Configuration

Introduction

•
•
•
•

Customer service
Decision making
Flexibility
Interpersonal skills
Leadership
Legal, government and
jurisprudence
Oral communication
Organizational
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Problem solving
Reasoning
Team building
Writing
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How to Use this Guide

How to Use this Guide

This guide describes a typical career progression for
project, program, and portfolio managers. It uses the
following terms and definitions when referencing projects,
programs, and portfolios.

This guide describes a typical career progression for
project, program, and portfolio managers. It uses the
following terms and definitions when referencing projects,
programs, and portfolios.

Project—A temporary endeavor taken to
create a unique product, service, or result

Project—A temporary endeavor taken to
create a unique product, service, or result

Program—A group of related projects
managed in a coordinated way; usually
includes an element of continuing work

Program—A group of related projects
managed in a coordinated way; usually
includes an element of continuing work

Portfolio—A group of related programs
managed in a coordinated way, linked
strategically; usually includes an element
of continuing work

Portfolio—A group of related programs
managed in a coordinated way, linked
strategically; usually includes an element
of continuing work

The next five sections of this guide describe each
Career Path level in detail, identifying the experience,
education, training, and competency level expected. Each
section includes a description of the level and typical pay
bands, as well as required education, training, and
certification recommendations. Also included, is a list of
each of the eleven knowledge areas (nine adapted from
the PMI PMBOK® Guide and two FAA specific), with a
general description of level of knowledge expected at
each level. Subsequent pages in the section detail each
knowledge area according to knowledge and
performance levels expected.

The next five sections of this guide describe each
Career Path level in detail, identifying the experience,
education, training, and competency level expected. Each
section includes a description of the level and typical pay
bands, as well as required education, training, and
certification recommendations. Also included, is a list of
each of the eleven knowledge areas (nine adapted from
the PMI PMBOK® Guide and two FAA specific), with a
general description of level of knowledge expected at
each level. Subsequent pages in the section detail each
knowledge area according to knowledge and
performance levels expected.
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Qualified PPMs are an important asset of the FAA in
providing on time , within budget and scope projects and
programs. Certification programs aid in developing the
qualified PPM needed to uphold the standard of
excellence. Section seven provides certification
information for PPMs.

Qualified PPMs are an important asset of the FAA in
providing on time , within budget and scope projects and
programs. Certification programs aid in developing the
qualified PPM needed to uphold the standard of
excellence. Section seven provides certification
information for PPMs.

Section eight contains the appendices. In this section
you will find the following:

Section eight contains the appendices. In this section
you will find the following:

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Glossary*
Training information
Knowledge areas described across management
levels (a description of how to use the information is
provided in the appendix)
Job aid — management descriptions across the
management levels

•

►►►

Introduction

Introduction

Use this guide as a resource when you and your
manager discuss your individual career goals and
development plans. Keep in mind that selection for
project and program management positions is
highly competitive. Attainment of the qualifications
outlined for each level will strengthen your ability to
compete for a position, but does not guarantee
selection for a position or promotion.

Glossary*
Training information
Knowledge areas described across management
levels (a description of how to use the information is
provided in the appendix)
Job aid — management descriptions across the
management levels
Use this guide as a resource when you and your
manager discuss your individual career goals and
development plans. Keep in mind that selection for
project and program management positions is
highly competitive. Attainment of the qualifications
outlined for each level will strengthen your ability to
compete for a position, but does not guarantee
selection for a position or promotion.

►►►

* In the glossary, one must appreciate that different industries
use the same term with different meanings and different terms
for the same thing. Where this is the case, one should be
aware of the differences and take them into account..
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* In the glossary, one must appreciate that different industries
use the same term with different meanings and different terms
for the same thing. Where this is the case, one should be
aware of the differences and take them into account..
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Prerequisite

Section Three:
Project Manager

Section Two:
Prerequisite

Section Three:
Project Manager
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Project Manager
Major
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Program Manager

Section Four:
Project Manager
Major

Section Five:
Program Manager

Section Six:
Portfolio Manager/
Executive

Section Six:
Portfolio Manager/
Executive

Section Seven: Certification

Section Seven: Certification
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Section Eight: Appendices

Appendix A: Glossary

Appendix B: Program
Manager Training

Appendix A: Glossary

Appendix C:
Knowledge Areas
by Management
Level
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Appendix C:
Knowledge Areas
by Management
Level
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Appendix B: Program
Manager Training

Prerequisite

Prerequisite

Prerequisite

Prerequisite

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Prerequisite

Prerequisite

Level Description:
Member of a capital investment
project team who does not hold a
leadership position but who
supports the project by providing
a specific skill or expertise (e.g.
systems engineering).

Level Description:
Member of a capital investment
project team who does not hold a
leadership position but who
supports the project by providing
a specific skill or expertise (e.g.
systems engineering).

Typical Pay Bands:
I and below

Typical Pay Bands:
I and below

Education (recommended for
entry):
Bachelors (technical or business
disciplines preferred)

Education (recommended for
entry):
Bachelors (technical or business
disciplines preferred)

Training (expected during
tenure):

Training (expected during
tenure):

♦ Project/Program Management

♦ Project/Program Management

Overview course
♦ Introduction to Earned Value
Management
♦ Introduction to Acquisition
Management System (AMS)
course
♦ Introduction to Risk
Management course
♦ System Engineering Overview
course
♦ Contracting Officer’s Technical
Representative (COTR) course

Overview course
♦ Introduction to Earned Value
Management
♦ Introduction to Acquisition
Management System (AMS)
course
♦ Introduction to Risk
Management course
♦ System Engineering Overview
course
♦ Contracting Officer’s Technical
Representative (COTR) course

NOTE: Capital investment projects are listed on the FAA’s
Capital Investment Plan

NOTE: Capital investment projects are listed on the FAA’s
Capital Investment Plan
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FAA Specific Area

FAA Specific Area

♦ Product Development, Technical,

♦ Product Development, Technical,

System Engineering: Awareness of and
ability to accomplish assigned systems
engineering related tasks with assistance.

System Engineering: Awareness of and
ability to accomplish assigned systems
engineering related tasks with assistance.

FAA Specific Area

FAA Specific Area

♦ In-service (Product Support Logistics)

♦ In-service (Product Support Logistics)

Management: Awareness of and ability to
accomplish assigned product support
related tasks with assistance.

Management: Awareness of and ability to
accomplish assigned product support
related tasks with assistance.

disciplines to perform tasks associated
with business case and project plan
development.
♦ Procurement: Understand procurement

Prerequisite

Prerequisite

♦ Integration: Awareness of integration

♦ Integration: Awareness of integration

disciplines to perform tasks associated
with business case and project plan
development.
♦ Procurement: Understand procurement

disciplines well enough to be able to deal
appropriately with contractors.

disciplines well enough to be able to deal
appropriately with contractors.

♦ Cost: Understand cost and budget

♦ Cost: Understand cost and budget

related activities well enough to
independently accomplish directed tasks.

related activities well enough to
independently accomplish directed tasks.

♦ Time: Understand schedule related

♦ Time: Understand schedule related

activities well enough to independently
accomplish directed tasks.

activities well enough to independently
accomplish directed tasks.
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♦ Risk: Understand risk related disciplines

♦ Risk: Understand risk related disciplines

well enough to be capable of
participating in risk management
activities.

well enough to be capable of
participating in risk management
activities.

♦ Quality: Awareness of quality related

♦ Quality: Awareness of quality related

disciplines to perform assigned tasks
with assistance.

disciplines to perform assigned tasks
with assistance.

♦ Communications: Understand project

♦ Communications: Understand project

communications disciplines well enough
to perform tasks such as creating project
records and reports.

communications disciplines well enough
to perform tasks such as creating project
records and reports.

♦ Scope: Understand scope related

♦ Scope: Understand scope related

activities well enough to independently
accomplish directed tasks.

activities well enough to independently
accomplish directed tasks.

♦ Human Resources: Understand project

♦ Human Resources: Understand project

human resource management well
enough to perform most tasks.

17

human resource management well
enough to perform most tasks.
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Product Development, Technical,
System Engineering

Product Development, Technical,
System Engineering

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• Technical requirements process

• Technical requirements process

• Configuration management process

• Configuration management process

• Process of managing product interface

• Process of managing product interface

• Fundamentals of conducting trade studies

• Fundamentals of conducting trade studies

• Process of functional analysis

• Process of functional analysis

• Processes involved in integrated technical planning
• Processes involved in quality engineering
• Processes involved in validation and verification

• Processes involved in integrated technical planning
• Processes involved in quality engineering
• Processes involved in validation and verification

Performance — BASIC level

Performance — BASIC level

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

• Communicate with engineering personnel on technical
issues related to programmatic performance

Prerequisite

• Reliability/maintainability/availability engineering life cycle
(supportability) engineering

Prerequisite

• Reliability/maintainability/availability engineering life cycle
(supportability) engineering

• Communicate with engineering personnel on technical
issues related to programmatic performance

18
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In-Service (Product
Support Logistics) Management

In-Service (Product
Support Logistics) Management

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• Development of facilities requirements

• Development of facilities requirements

• Processes for determining packaging, handling, storage,
transportation requirements

• Processes for determining packaging, handling, storage,
transportation requirements

• Processes for determining support equipment requirements

• Processes for determining support equipment requirements

• Process of developing a maintenance concept

• Process of developing a maintenance concept

• Process of determining spares/logistics support needs

• Process of determining spares/logistics support needs

• Process of developing technical data

• Process of developing technical data

• Requirements process for computer system support

• Requirements process for computer system support

• Process for developing training support

• Process for developing training support

Performance — BASIC level

Performance — BASIC level

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

• Communicate with product support personnel to assure that
requirements are reflected in program planning

19

• Communicate with product support personnel to assure that
requirements are reflected in program planning
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Integration

Integration

Must be able to describe the following:

Must be able to describe the following:

• Content of an effective business case

• Content of an effective business case

• Outputs of project initiation (e.g. Requirements Correlation)

• Outputs of project initiation (e.g. Requirements Correlation)

• Inputs and outputs for integrated change control

• Inputs and outputs for integrated change control

• Tools/techniques for conducting change control

• Tools/techniques for conducting change control

• Tools/techniques utilized for executing project plan

• Tools/techniques utilized for executing project plan

• Tools/techniques for development of project plan

• Tools/techniques for development of project plan

• Tools/techniques utilized for initiation/appraising projects

• Tools/techniques utilized for initiation/appraising projects

• Top level PM processes, practices, and output products

• Top level PM processes, practices, and output products

• Generalized PM methodologies and tools
• Capturing and using lessons learned

• Generalized PM methodologies and tools
• Capturing and using lessons learned

Performance — BASIC level

Performance — BASIC level

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

• Assist in developing/updating a business case

Prerequisite

Knowledge — AWARENESS level

Prerequisite

Knowledge — AWARENESS level

• Assist in developing/updating a business case

Performance — CAPABLE level

Performance — CAPABLE level

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

• Convert requirements and strategies into project actions

• Convert requirements and strategies into project actions

• Update project plans

• Update project plans

• Conduct performance reporting

• Conduct performance reporting

20
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Procurement

Procurement

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• Procurement documentation

• Procurement documentation

• Procedures for dealing with contractors

• Procedures for dealing with contractors

• Tools/techniques for contract closeout

• Tools/techniques for contract closeout

• Contract data requirements procedures

• Contract data requirements procedures

• Procurement lessons learned

• Procurement lessons learned

• Contractor/vendor evaluation criteria

• Contractor/vendor evaluation criteria

Performance — BASIC level

Performance — BASIC level

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

• Assist in developing Statements of Work (SOW)

• Assist in developing Statements of Work (SOW)

• Assist in developing procurement documentation

• Assist in developing procurement documentation

Performance — CAPABLE level

Performance — CAPABLE level

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

• Assist in defining contract performance evaluation criteria

• Assist in defining contract performance evaluation criteria

• Help define needed changes to contracts

• Help define needed changes to contracts

• Assist in developing contract deliverable acceptances

• Assist in developing contract deliverable acceptances

• Comply with procedures for interface with contractors

• Comply with procedures for interface with contractors
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Cost

Cost

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• Inputs to cost control and cost control products

• Inputs to cost control and cost control products

• Resource planning/cost estimating/budgeting processes
and products

• Resource planning/cost estimating/budgeting processes
and products

• Tools/techniques utilized for controlling changes to the cost
baseline/budget

• Tools/techniques utilized for controlling changes to the cost
baseline/budget

• Tools/techniques utilized for baseline execution

• Tools/techniques utilized for baseline execution

• Tools/techniques utilized for resource planning and
compilation of cost estimates/budgets

• Tools/techniques utilized for resource planning and
compilation of cost estimates/budgets

• Budget preparation process
• Cost driver identification

Performance — BASIC level
Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

Prerequisite

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Prerequisite

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

• Budget preparation process
• Cost driver identification

Performance — BASIC level
Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

• Develop basic cost/benefit analyses

• Develop basic cost/benefit analyses

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Revise cost estimates

• Revise cost estimates

• Update budget information

• Update budget information
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Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Time

Time

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• Tools/techniques utilized for project scheduling

• Tools/techniques utilized for project scheduling

Performance — BASIC level

Performance — BASIC level

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

• Analyze schedule performance for trends and corrective
actions

• Analyze schedule performance for trends and corrective
actions

• Develop an activity list with duration estimates

• Develop an activity list with duration estimates

• Develop a project network diagram

• Develop a project network diagram

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Comply with schedule related tasking

• Comply with schedule related tasking
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Risk

Risk

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• Tools/techniques utilized for project risk closure

• Tools/techniques utilized for project risk closure

• Tools/techniques for conducting risk response control

• Tools/techniques for conducting risk response control

• Tools/techniques for execution of risk responses

• Tools/techniques for execution of risk responses

• Tools/techniques utilized for evaluation of potential risk
events and the planning/development of risk responses

• Tools/techniques utilized for evaluation of potential risk
events and the planning/development of risk responses

• Tools/techniques utilized for risk planning

• Tools/techniques utilized for risk planning

• COTS software risk factor management including applying
FAA COTS Risk Management Strategies

• COTS software risk factor management including applying
FAA COTS Risk Management Strategies

• Method for determining risk likelihood and impact
• Corrective action completion
• Workaround development
• Contingency plan development

• Method for determining risk likelihood and impact
• Corrective action completion
• Workaround development
• Contingency plan development

Performance — CAPABLE level

Performance — CAPABLE level

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

• Capture risk lessons learned

• Capture risk lessons learned

• Update risk response plan

• Update risk response plan

• Identify, document, and report risk issues to recommend
improvements to higher authorities for application in future
projects

• Identify, document, and report risk issues to recommend
improvements to higher authorities for application in future
projects

• Assist in developing risk response plans

• Assist in developing risk response plans
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Prerequisite

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Prerequisite

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Quality

Quality

Knowledge — AWARENESS level

Knowledge — AWARENESS level

Must be able to describe the following:

Must be able to describe the following:

• Process adjustments

• Process adjustments

• Inputs and outputs for quality control

• Inputs and outputs for quality control

• Inputs and outputs for quality planning and assurance

• Inputs and outputs for quality planning and assurance

• Inputs for determining quality requirements

• Inputs for determining quality requirements

• Impact the organization’s quality policies have on
determining quality requirements

• Impact the organization’s quality policies have on
determining quality requirements

• Quality concepts

• Quality concepts

• Tools/techniques utilized for quality control, assurance and
planning

• Tools/techniques utilized for quality control, assurance and
planning

• Process for making acceptance decisions

• Process for making acceptance decisions

• Techniques for reductions in rework

• Techniques for reductions in rework

• Procedures for completing quality checklists

• Procedures for completing quality checklists

Performance — BASIC level

Performance — BASIC level

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

• Complete quality checklists

• Complete quality checklists

• Accomplish directed acceptance decision tasks

• Accomplish directed acceptance decision tasks

• Apply quality plan requirements

• Apply quality plan requirements

• Develop required metrics

• Develop required metrics
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Communication

Communication

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• Success criteria for project performance

• Success criteria for project performance

• Process for capturing lessons learned

• Process for capturing lessons learned

• Development of project performance reports

• Development of project performance reports

• Process for communicating change request information

• Process for communicating change request information

• Requirements for keeping project records

• Requirements for keeping project records

• Develop of project progress reports

• Develop of project progress reports

• Proper archiving of project files

• Proper archiving of project files

• Mechanisms for obtaining feedback from stakeholders
• Effective communication skills for a project environment

• Mechanisms for obtaining feedback from stakeholders
• Effective communication skills for a project environment

Performance — BASIC level

Performance — BASIC level

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

• Help develop project communications plans

Prerequisite

• Analysis techniques for project performance

Prerequisite

• Analysis techniques for project performance

• Help develop project communications plans

Performance — CAPABLE level

Performance — CAPABLE level

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

• Conduct thorough analyses

• Conduct thorough analyses

• Assist in developing project performance reports

• Assist in developing project performance reports

• Obtain feedback from stakeholders

• Obtain feedback from stakeholders
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Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Scope

Scope

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• Influence of requirements process on scope

• Influence of requirements process on scope

• Scope planning and definition policies/procedures

• Scope planning and definition policies/procedures

• Importance of scope change requests

• Importance of scope change requests

Performance — BASIC level

Performance — BASIC level

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

• Utilize WBS for workload planning

• Utilize WBS for workload planning

• Help develop constraints and assumptions

• Help develop constraints and assumptions

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Comply with scope management tasking
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• Comply with scope management tasking
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Human Resources (HR)

Human Resources (HR)

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• Organizational chart development

• Organizational chart development

• Role/responsibility assignments

• Role/responsibility assignments

• Organizational breakdown structure

• Organizational breakdown structure

Performance — CAPABLE level

Performance — CAPABLE level

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

• Document HR lessons learned
• Help develop organizational charts
• Help develop role/responsibility assignments
• Help develop organizational breakdown structure
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Prerequisite

• HR lessons learned

Prerequisite

• HR lessons learned

• Document HR lessons learned
• Help develop organizational charts
• Help develop role/responsibility assignments
• Help develop organizational breakdown structure
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Federal Aviation Administration

29

Federal Aviation Administration
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Project Manager

Project Manager

Project Manager

Project Manager

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Project Manager

Project Manager

Level Description:
Manager of a capital investment project(s) who
oversees the development and delivery of a unique
product. Projects typically have life-cycle costs of
less than $150 M.

Level Description:
Manager of a capital investment project(s) who
oversees the development and delivery of a unique
product. Projects typically have life-cycle costs of
less than $150 M.

Typical Pay Bands: J, K

Typical Pay Bands: J, K

Experience (recommended for entry):
3 years with one year supporting an integrated project
team

Experience (recommended for entry):
3 years with one year supporting an integrated project
team

Education (recommended for entry): Bachelors
(technical or business disciplines preferred

Education (recommended for entry): Bachelors
(technical or business disciplines preferred

Certification:
PMI Certified Associate in Project Management*

Certification:
PMI Certified Associate in Project Management*

Training (expected during tenure):

Training (expected during tenure):

♦ Labor Relations Course

♦ Labor Relations Course

♦ Human Factors Awareness course

♦ Human Factors Awareness course

♦ Fundamentals of AMS (FAMS) course

♦ Fundamentals of AMS (FAMS) course

♦ Requirements Development Workshop

♦ Requirements Development Workshop

♦ Information System Security got System Engineers

♦ Information System Security got System Engineers

Course
♦ COTS Risk Management course
♦ Earned Value Management course
♦ CAPM examination preparatory training (if
necessary)
♦ Introduction to System Safety
♦ System Safety Practitioners Workshop
♦ 8 hours of additional PM training

Course
♦ COTS Risk Management course
♦ Earned Value Management course
♦ CAPM examination preparatory training (if
necessary)
♦ Introduction to System Safety
♦ System Safety Practitioners Workshop
♦ 8 hours of additional PM training

NOTE: Capital investment projects are listed on the FAA’s
Capital Investment Plan

NOTE: Capital investment projects are listed on the FAA’s
Capital Investment Plan

*Required within six months of acquiring a program at this level.

*Required within six months of acquiring a program at this level.

**Required for supervisors/managers of record; recommended
for other program managers at this level
31

**Required for supervisors/managers of record; recommended
for other program managers at this level
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FAA Specific Area
♦

FAA Specific Area
♦

Product Development, Technical,
System Engineering: Understand
systems engineering disciplines well
enough to properly make decisions and
manage the work of systems engineering
professionals on the team. Should be able
to assure that systems engineering
activities are harmonized with project
management activities.

Product Development, Technical,
System Engineering: Understand
systems engineering disciplines well
enough to properly make decisions and
manage the work of systems engineering
professionals on the team. Should be able
to assure that systems engineering
activities are harmonized with project
management activities.

♦

In-service (Product Support Logistics)
Management:
Understand product support disciplines
well enough to properly make decisions
and manage the work of product support
professionals on the team. Should be
able to assure that the design is
influenced for supportability and that key
supportability requirements are reflected
in planning and are given proper priority
for resources.

♦

In-service (Product Support Logistics)
Management:
Understand product support disciplines
well enough to properly make decisions
and manage the work of product support
professionals on the team. Should be
able to assure that the design is
influenced for supportability and that key
supportability requirements are reflected
in planning and are given proper priority
for resources.

♦

Integration: Understand integration
disciplines well enough to be able to
independently complete tasks
successfully.

♦

Integration: Understand integration
disciplines well enough to be able to
independently complete tasks
successfully.

♦

Procurement: Understand disciplines
well enough to serve as a COTR and
deal appropriately with contractors and
the project’s contracting officer.

♦

Procurement: Understand disciplines
well enough to serve as a COTR and
deal appropriately with contractors and
the project’s contracting officer.

♦

Cost: Ability to independently identify
and complete cost and budget tasks
such as assigning costs to tasks and
aggregating.

♦

Cost: Ability to independently identify
and complete cost and budget tasks
such as assigning costs to tasks and
aggregating.
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Project Manager

FAA Specific Area
Project Manager

FAA Specific Area

Federal Aviation Administration
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Federal Aviation Administration

♦

Time: Ability to independently identify
and complete scheduled tasks such as
determining task dependencies and
durations and identifying applicable
constraints.

♦

Time: Ability to independently identify
and complete scheduled tasks such as
determining task dependencies and
durations and identifying applicable
constraints.

♦

Risk: Possess strong knowledge of all
aspects of risk management and be able
to independently identify the need for
and successfully accomplish risk related
tasks to include adjusting costs and
schedules for risk .

♦

Risk: Possess strong knowledge of all
aspects of risk management and be able
to independently identify the need for
and successfully accomplish risk related
tasks to include adjusting costs and
schedules for risk .

♦

Quality: Understand quality related
disciplines well enough to be able to
independently complete tasks
successfully such as developing a quality
plan and executing quality assurance
and quality control processes.

♦

Quality: Understand quality related
disciplines well enough to be able to
independently complete tasks
successfully such as developing a quality
plan and executing quality assurance
and quality control processes.

♦

Communications: Understand project
communications disciplines well enough
to independently plan for
communications and accomplish project
performance reporting.

♦

Communications: Understand project
communications disciplines well enough
to independently plan for
communications and accomplish project
performance reporting.

♦

Scope: Ability to independently identify
and complete scope related tasks such as
assigning costs to tasks and aggregating
those.

♦

Scope: Ability to independently identify
and complete scope related tasks such as
assigning costs to tasks and aggregating
those.

♦

Human Resources: Understand related
disciplines well enough to be able to
independently identify required
competencies with requirement levels
and timing and then to assemble and
develop teams.

♦

Human Resources: Understand related
disciplines well enough to be able to
independently identify required
competencies with requirement levels
and timing and then to assemble and
develop teams.
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Product Development, Technical,
System Engineering

Product Development, Technical,
System Engineering

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• System life cycle (including supportability) engineering
process

• System life cycle (including supportability) engineering
process

• Requirements/functional analysis process (spec
development)

• Requirements/functional analysis process (spec
development)

• Configuration management process

• Configuration management process

• Application of reliability/maintainability/availability
engineering
• Quality engineering process
• Procedures for conduct of validation and verification
• For IT: Fundamentals of systems/network security, IT
architecture and infrastructure design, data and information
management

• Interface and systems integration management process
• Procedures for conduct of trade studies
• Integrated technical planning process
• Application of reliability/maintainability/availability
engineering
• Quality engineering process
• Procedures for conduct of validation and verification
• For IT: Fundamentals of systems/network security, IT
architecture and infrastructure design, data and information
management

Performance — BASIC level

Performance — BASIC level

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

Must minimally demonstrate the ability to:

• Utilize engineering input on technical issues related to
programmatic performance and properly task development
efforts
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• Utilize engineering input on technical issues related to
programmatic performance and properly task development
efforts
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Project Manager

• Integrated technical planning process

Project Manager

• Interface and systems integration management process
• Procedures for conduct of trade studies

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

In-Service (Product
Support Logistics) Management

In-Service (Product
Support Logistics) Management

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• Development of support equipment requirements

• Development of support equipment requirements

• Development of a maintenance concept

• Development of a maintenance concept

• Development of spares/logistics support requirements

• Development of spares/logistics support requirements

• Development and validation/verification of technical data

• Development and validation/verification of technical data

• Development and deployment of training support

• Development and deployment of training support

Performance — CAPABLE level

Performance — CAPABLE level

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

• Utilize product support input related to programmatic cost
and schedule performance and properly task and integrate
support development efforts

• Utilize product support input related to programmatic cost
and schedule performance and properly task and integrate
support development efforts
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Integration

Integration

Knowledge —UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge —UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following:

Must be able to explain the following:

• Initial project feasibility study/analysis and tradeoffs

• Initial project feasibility study/analysis and tradeoffs

• Content of an effective business case

• Content of an effective business case

• Tools/techniques utilized for project closure

• Tools/techniques utilized for project closure

• Tools/techniques utilized for conducting integrated change
control (includes cost/schedule/performance tradeoffs)

• Tools/techniques utilized for conducting integrated change
control (includes cost/schedule/performance tradeoffs)

• Project plan execution and required decisions

• Project plan execution and required decisions

• Tools/techniques utilized for development of the project plan
(includes cost/schedule/performance tradeoffs)
• Tools/techniques utilized for initiating/appraising project
needs

Performance — CAPABLE level
Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

• Tools/techniques utilized for development of the project plan
(includes cost/schedule/performance tradeoffs)
• Tools/techniques utilized for initiating/appraising project
needs

Performance — CAPABLE level
Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

• Determine project stakeholders and project relationships

• Determine project stakeholders and project relationships

• Determine need for project plan changes and initiate them

• Determine need for project plan changes and initiate them

• Determine constraints and assumptions

• Determine constraints and assumptions

• Conduct cost/benefit and SWOT analyses

• Conduct cost/benefit and SWOT analyses

• Determine project success criteria

• Determine project success criteria

• Conduct business process reengineering

• Conduct business process reengineering

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Convert requirements and strategies into project plans and
a business case

• Convert requirements and strategies into project plans and
a business case

• Develop project-related product/service descriptions

• Develop project-related product/service descriptions

• Document lessons learned from project integration to
include analysis of causes and reasons for selecting
courses of action.

• Document lessons learned from project integration to
include analysis of causes and reasons for selecting
courses of action.
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Project Manager

• Outputs of project initiation (e.g., requirements correlation)

Project Manager

• Outputs of project initiation (e.g., requirements correlation)

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Procurement

Procurement

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• Proper interface with contractors

• Proper interface with contractors

• Source selection/contract development process

• Source selection/contract development process

• Procurement/contract closeout process

• Procurement/contract closeout process

• Contract/procurement control process

• Contract/procurement control process

• Contract performance process and tools

• Contract performance process and tools

• Contract administration process

• Contract administration process

• Procurement/solicitation planning process

• Procurement/solicitation planning process

• RFP content/format and elements of SOW

• RFP content/format and elements of SOW

Performance — CAPABLE level

Performance — CAPABLE level

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

• Document acceptances to contractor and from customer

• Document acceptances to contractor and from customer

• Determine completeness of contract files

• Determine completeness of contract files

• Develop solicitation materials

• Develop solicitation materials

• Develop contract change language to include changes to
adapt to changing technical environment

• Develop contract change language to include changes to
adapt to changing technical environment

• Conduct bidder/contractor conferences

• Conduct bidder/contractor conferences

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Perform the duties of a COTR

• Perform the duties of a COTR

• Interface with contractors within legal constraints

• Interface with contractors within legal constraints

• Develop procurement documentation

• Develop procurement documentation

• Develop procurement evaluation and source selection
criteria

• Develop procurement evaluation and source selection
criteria
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Cost

Cost

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

• Inputs to resource planning/cost estimating/budgeting

• Inputs to resource planning/cost estimating/budgeting

• Resource planning/cost estimating/budgeting products

• Resource planning/cost estimating/budgeting products

• Tools/techniques utilized for planning of resources and
compilation of cost estimates/budgets

• Tools/techniques utilized for planning of resources and
compilation of cost estimates/budgets

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
• Identify drivers of cost
• Document cost lessons learned
• Determine and revise cost estimates and resource
requirements
• Develop and update budget information
• Develop resource requirements
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Performance — PROFICIENT level

Project Manager

Project Manager

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
• Identify drivers of cost
• Document cost lessons learned
• Determine and revise cost estimates and resource
requirements
• Develop and update budget information
• Develop resource requirements
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Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

TIME

TIME

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

• Tools/techniques for schedule planning

• Tools/techniques for schedule planning

• Preliminary planning activities to assure meeting time
requirements

• Preliminary planning activities to assure meeting time
requirements

Performance — CAPABLE level

Performance — CAPABLE level

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

• Update schedules, identify trends, initiate corrective actions

• Update schedules, identify trends, initiate corrective actions

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Develop schedules and identify schedule constraints

• Develop schedules and identify schedule constraints

• Develop schedule progress reports

• Develop schedule progress reports
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Risk

Risk

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Must be able to explain and apply the following to others:

Must be able to explain and apply the following to others:

• Document risk lessons learned

• Document risk lessons learned

• Risk management planning

• Risk management planning

• COTS software risk factor management including applying
FAA COTS Risk Management Strategies

• COTS software risk factor management including applying
FAA COTS Risk Management Strategies

• Risk management concepts, tools, and techniques to
include determining likelihood, impact, and response
options

• Risk management concepts, tools, and techniques to
include determining likelihood, impact, and response
options

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
• Make decisions on project risk status and apply project
resources to reduce risk severity
• Continually analyze risks and rate severity

Project Manager

Project Manager

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level
Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
• Make decisions on project risk status and apply project
resources to reduce risk severity
• Continually analyze risks and rate severity

• Identify, document, and report risk issues to recommend
improvements to higher authorities for application in future
projects

• Identify, document, and report risk issues to recommend
improvements to higher authorities for application in future
projects

• Determine and act on current risk situation

• Determine and act on current risk situation
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Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Quality

Quality

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• Inputs and outputs for quality control

• Inputs and outputs for quality control

• Inputs and outputs for quality assurance

• Inputs and outputs for quality assurance

• Quality planning process

• Quality planning process

• Tools/techniques utilized for quality control/quality
assurance

• Tools/techniques utilized for quality control/quality
assurance

Performance — CAPABLE level

Performance — CAPABLE level

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

• Develop quality plan and metrics

• Develop quality plan and metrics

• Develop quality checklists

• Develop quality checklists

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Identify and implement process adjustments to ensure
quality control and improvement efforts

• Identify and implement process adjustments to ensure
quality control and improvement efforts

• Determine quality requirements

• Determine quality requirements

• Impact the organization's quality policies for determining
quality requirements

• Impact the organization's quality policies for determining
quality requirements

• Document lessons learned, including causes of activities
leading to quality changes, types of quality changes, and
reasons for selecting specific corrective actions

• Document lessons learned, including causes of activities
leading to quality changes, types of quality changes, and
reasons for selecting specific corrective actions

• Document acceptance decisions

• Document acceptance decisions

• Document reductions in rework

• Document reductions in rework

• Complete quality checklists and other documentation

• Complete quality checklists and other documentation
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Communication

Communication

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• Performance reporting process

• Performance reporting process

• Tools/techniques utilized for performance reporting

• Tools/techniques utilized for performance reporting

• Information distribution/time reporting process

• Information distribution/time reporting process

• Communications planning process

• Communications planning process

• Tools/techniques utilized for communications planning

• Tools/techniques utilized for communications planning

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:
• Be an effective FAA spokesperson to industry
• Establish a project status reporting process and cycle

Performance — PROFICIENT level
Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Project Manager

Project Manager

Performance — CAPABLE level

Performance — CAPABLE level
Must partially demonstrate the ability to:
• Be an effective FAA spokesperson to industry
• Establish a project status reporting process and cycle

Performance — PROFICIENT level
Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Maintain project records

• Maintain project records

• Develop project progress reports

• Develop project progress reports

• Respond to expected and unexpected information requests
without impacting project progress

• Respond to expected and unexpected information requests
without impacting project progress

• Develop and utilize mechanisms for obtaining stakeholder
feedback

• Develop and utilize mechanisms for obtaining stakeholder
feedback

• Develop project success criteria

• Develop project success criteria

• Document lessons learned

• Document lessons learned

• Write performance reports

• Write performance reports

• Document change requests

• Document change requests

• Establish project files

• Establish project files
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Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Scope

Scope

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

• Value-added participation in project inspections, reviews,
audits, and walkthroughs

• Value-added participation in project inspections, reviews,
audits, and walkthroughs

• Inputs to project initiation and development of project scope

• Inputs to project initiation and development of project scope

• Project initiation and scope development products

• Project initiation and scope development products

• Requirements process

• Requirements process

• Tools/techniques utilized for formulating project scope

• Tools/techniques utilized for formulating project scope

• Project charters

• Project charters

Performance — CAPABLE level

Performance — CAPABLE level

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

• Conduct project reviews and audits

• Conduct project reviews and audits

• Develop a WBS with appropriate decomposition decisions

• Develop a WBS with appropriate decomposition decisions

• Manage project in accordance with WBS

• Manage project in accordance with WBS

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Write product/service specifications

• Write product/service specifications

• Manage scope change requests

• Manage scope change requests

• Determine/document scope lessons learned

• Determine/document scope lessons learned
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Human Resources

Human Resources

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• Organizational planning and staff acquisition process

• Organizational planning and staff acquisition process

• Tools/techniques used for organizational planning and staff
acquisition

• Tools/techniques used for organizational planning and staff
acquisition

• Tools/techniques utilized for team development

• Tools/techniques utilized for team development

• Tools/techniques for defining HR/organizational
requirements

• Tools/techniques for defining HR/organizational
requirements

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:
• Develop role/responsibility assignments
• Develop an organizational breakdown structure
• Perform team building

Project Manager

Project Manager

Performance — CAPABLE level

Performance — CAPABLE level
Must partially demonstrate the ability to:
• Develop role/responsibility assignments
• Develop an organizational breakdown structure
• Perform team building

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Write job descriptions

• Write job descriptions

• Perform HR project closure activities (final review/reassign)

• Perform HR project closure activities (final review/reassign)

• Document HR lessons learned, including causes of
activities leading to changes, types of changes, and
reasons for selecting specific corrective actions

• Document HR lessons learned, including causes of
activities leading to changes, types of changes, and
reasons for selecting specific corrective actions

• Design organizational charts and role/responsibility
assignment

• Design organizational charts and role/responsibility
assignment

• Write performance appraisals and document improvements

• Write performance appraisals and document improvements
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Federal Aviation Administration

45

Federal Aviation Administration

45

Project Manager Major

Project Manager Major

Project Manager
Major
Project Manager
Major

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Project Manager Major

Project Manager Major

Level Description:
Manager of a capital investment project or product line
that typically has one or more of the following
characteristics: Life-cycle costs of $150 M or more;
mission critical; integral part of FAA’s modernization
blueprint; is a financial, e-gov or e-business system;
requires an OMB exhibit 53 or 300.

Level Description:
Manager of a capital investment project or product line
that typically has one or more of the following
characteristics: Life-cycle costs of $150 M or more;
mission critical; integral part of FAA’s modernization
blueprint; is a financial, e-gov or e-business system;
requires an OMB exhibit 53 or 300.

Typical Pay Bands: K, L

Typical Pay Bands: K, L

Experience (recommended for entry):
♦ 5 years experience in PM-related positions
♦ PM for mid-range capital investment projects ($100$150 M) for at least 3 years

Experience (recommended for entry):
♦ 5 years experience in PM-related positions
♦ PM for mid-range capital investment projects ($100$150 M) for at least 3 years

Education (recommended for entry):
Bachelors (technical or business disciplines preferred)

Education (recommended for entry):
Bachelors (technical or business disciplines preferred)

Certification
PMI PMP*

Certification
PMI PMP*

Training (expected during tenure):
♦ Executive Media Techniques course
♦ Capitol Hill Workshop course
♦ OMB Exhibit 300 training
♦ Leadership Development training
♦ Requirements Management course
♦ Basic Managers course
♦ PMP examination preparatory training (if necessary)
♦ 16 hours of additional PM training

Training (expected during tenure):
♦ Executive Media Techniques course
♦ Capitol Hill Workshop course
♦ OMB Exhibit 300 training
♦ Leadership Development training
♦ Requirements Management course
♦ Basic Managers course
♦ PMP examination preparatory training (if necessary)
♦ 16 hours of additional PM training

NOTE: Capital investment projects are listed on the FAA’s
Capital Investment Plan

NOTE: Capital investment projects are listed on the FAA’s
Capital Investment Plan

*Required within six months of acquiring a program at this level.

*Required within six months of acquiring a program at this level.

**Required for supervisors/managers of record; recommended
for other program managers at this level
47

**Required for supervisors/managers of record; recommended
for other program managers at this level
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FAA Specific Area

FAA Specific Area

♦ Product Development, Technical,

♦ Product Development, Technical,

System Engineering: Strong
understanding of systems engineering
disciplines and be able to independently
identify and accomplish decision-making
in this area. Should be able to manage the
work of systems engineering
professionals on the team.

♦ In-service (Product Support Logistics)

Management: Strong understanding of
the In-Service disciplines and be able to
independently identify and accomplish
design influence and decision-making in
this area. Should be able to manage the
work of professionals on the team.

♦ Integration: Mastery of integration

FAA Specific Area

Project Manager Major

Project Manager Major

FAA Specific Area

System Engineering: Strong
understanding of systems engineering
disciplines and be able to independently
identify and accomplish decision-making
in this area. Should be able to manage the
work of systems engineering
professionals on the team.

♦ In-service (Product Support Logistics)

Management: Strong understanding of
the In-Service disciplines and be able to
independently identify and accomplish
design influence and decision-making in
this area. Should be able to manage the
work of professionals on the team.

♦ Integration: Mastery of integration

related disciplines and be able to
independently accomplish all required
tasks.

related disciplines and be able to
independently accomplish all required
tasks.

♦ Procurement: Understand disciplines

♦ Procurement: Understand disciplines

well enough to serve as a COTR and
deal appropriately with contractors and
CO. Able to contribute meaningfully to
development of SOW, solicitations, and
source selection criteria.

well enough to serve as a COTR and
deal appropriately with contractors and
CO. Able to contribute meaningfully to
development of SOW, solicitations, and
source selection criteria.
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Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

♦ Cost: Strong understanding of cost and

♦ Cost: Strong understanding of cost and

budget related disciplines and be able to
independently identify and accomplish
financial management tasks to include
cost estimating, cost adjustment for risk,
and developing a time phased project
budget.

budget related disciplines and be able to
independently identify and accomplish
financial management tasks to include
cost estimating, cost adjustment for risk,
and developing a time phased project
budget.

♦ Time: Strong understanding of the

♦ Time: Strong understanding of the

schedule related discipline and be able to
independently identify, analyze
dependencies and durations, and
accomplish scheduling tasks to include
ability to adjust schedules for risk, and
resolve schedule issues that occur in
execution.

schedule related discipline and be able to
independently identify, analyze
dependencies and durations, and
accomplish scheduling tasks to include
ability to adjust schedules for risk, and
resolve schedule issues that occur in
execution.

♦ Risk: Strong knowledge of all aspects of

♦ Risk: Strong knowledge of all aspects of

risk management and independently
accomplish risk related tasks to include
ability to risk adjust cost and schedule
projections and track accordingly.

risk management and independently
accomplish risk related tasks to include
ability to risk adjust cost and schedule
projections and track accordingly.

♦ Quality: Strong understanding of quality

♦ Quality: Strong understanding of quality

disciplines and be able to independently
identify/accomplish related tasks to
establish an effective quality assurance
and control process for the project.

disciplines and be able to independently
identify/accomplish related tasks to
establish an effective quality assurance
and control process for the project.

♦ Communications: Strong understanding

♦ Communications: Strong understanding

of the communication disciplines and be
able to independently identify/accomplish
project information and reporting tasks.

of the communication disciplines and be
able to independently identify/accomplish
project information and reporting tasks.

♦ Scope: Mastery of scope related

♦ Scope: Mastery of scope related

disciplines and be able to independently
accomplish all tasks required to
successfully establish and control scope
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disciplines and be able to independently
accomplish all tasks required to
successfully establish and control scope
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by developing, managing to and
effectively implementing change control
of a WBS.

by developing, managing to and
effectively implementing change control
of a WBS.

♦ Human Resources: Strong

♦ Human Resources: Strong

understanding of the HR disciplines and
be able to independently identify and
accomplish staffing and team assembly/
management related tasks.

understanding of the HR disciplines and
be able to independently identify and
accomplish staffing and team assembly/
management related tasks.
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Project Manager Major

Project Manager Major

■■■

■■■
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Federal Aviation Administration

Product Development, Technical,
System Engineering

Federal Aviation Administration

Product Development, Technical,
System Engineering

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

• System life cycle (including supportability) engineering
process

• System life cycle (including supportability) engineering
process

• Requirements/functional analysis process (spec
development)

• Requirements/functional analysis process (spec
development)

• Configuration management process

• Configuration management process

• Interface management and systems integration processes

• Interface management and systems integration processes

• Integrated technical planning and trade study processes

• Integrated technical planning and trade study processes

• Application of reliability/maintainability/availability
engineering

• Application of reliability/maintainability/availability
engineering

• Quality engineering process and conduct of validation and
verification

• Quality engineering process and conduct of validation and
verification

• For IT: Fundamentals of system/network security, IT
architecture and infrastructure design, data and information
management

• For IT: Fundamentals of system/network security, IT
architecture and infrastructure design, data and information
management

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Seek appropriate engineering input on technical issues and
to use the results in programmatic decision-making and
performance assessment and to properly task development
efforts

• Seek appropriate engineering input on technical issues and
to use the results in programmatic decision-making and
performance assessment and to properly task development
efforts

• Apply IT specific knowledge elements

• Apply IT specific knowledge elements
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In-Service (Product
Support Logistics) Management

In-Service (Product
Support Logistics) Management

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Must be able to explain and apply the following to others:

Must be able to explain and apply the following to others:

• Development of a maintenance concept

• Development of a maintenance concept

• Development of spares/logistics support requirements

• Development of spares/logistics support requirements

• Development and validation/verification of technical data

• Development and validation/verification of technical data

• Development and deployment of training support

Performance — PROFICIENT level
Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
• Direct product support efforts and to utilize product support
input related to programmatic cost and schedule
performance
• Integrate support development efforts with product
development effort
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• Development and deployment of training support

Performance — PROFICIENT level
Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
• Direct product support efforts and to utilize product support
input related to programmatic cost and schedule
performance
• Integrate support development efforts with product
development effort
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Project Manager Major

• Development of support equipment requirements

Project Manager Major

• Development of support equipment requirements

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Integration

Integration

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach, and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach, and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• Requirements/specification/expectations/information

• Requirements/specification/expectations/information

• FAA strategic planning

• FAA strategic planning

• Requirements analysis methods

• Requirements analysis methods

• PM processes/practices/outputs, methodologies, tools

• PM processes/practices/outputs, methodologies, tools

• Project planning process and business case development

• Project planning process and business case development

• Effective communication techniques

• Effective communication techniques

• Interviewing techniques and facilitating techniques

• Interviewing techniques and facilitating techniques

• Analysis techniques and negotiating techniques

• Analysis techniques and negotiating techniques

• Decision-making techniques

• Decision-making techniques

• Extrapolating trends to the control limits

• Extrapolating trends to the control limits

• Preventive actions/modifications to project plan

• Preventive actions/modifications to project plan
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Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Select corrective action for negative impacts

• Select corrective action for negative impacts

• Determine whether variances from plan require action

• Determine whether variances from plan require action

• Utilize powers/responsibilities of change control board

• Utilize powers/responsibilities of change control board

• Utilize configuration management procedures

• Utilize configuration management procedures

• Use communication equipment, tools, and programs

• Use communication equipment, tools, and programs

• Utilize PM information systems to provide information

• Utilize PM information systems to provide information

• Facilitate meetings

• Facilitate meetings

• Gather, assemble, and integrate information

• Gather, assemble, and integrate information

• Apply appropriate practices/methodologies

• Apply appropriate practices/methodologies

• Manage stakeholder service expectations
• Manage in-service transition
• Analyze variances
• Document/implement procedures to process changes
• Complete project plan modifications
• Orchestrate resources and make allocation decisions
• Know products/services and have ability to monitor/react
• Assure effective project business case developed
• Conduct business process reengineering
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Project Manager Major

• Apply interpersonal skills

Project Manager Major

• Apply interpersonal skills

• Manage stakeholder service expectations
• Manage in-service transition
• Analyze variances
• Document/implement procedures to process changes
• Complete project plan modifications
• Orchestrate resources and make allocation decisions
• Know products/services and have ability to monitor/react
• Assure effective project business case developed
• Conduct business process reengineering
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Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Procurement

Procurement

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• Methods for reviewing contractor costs, schedules, and
technical performance levels

• Methods for reviewing contractor costs, schedules, and
technical performance levels

• Process of developing solicitation materials

• Process of developing solicitation materials

• Process of developing RFP/SOW content

• Process of developing RFP/SOW content

• Responsibilities of serving as a COTR

• Responsibilities of serving as a COTR

• Role of project manager in contract negotiations and
contractor performance evaluations

• Role of project manager in contract negotiations and
contractor performance evaluations
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Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Assist procurement/contract administration

• Assist procurement/contract administration

• Verify contract documentation outlining completion and
quality of work results

• Verify contract documentation outlining completion and
quality of work results

• Perform contract and administrative closing

• Perform contract and administrative closing

• Collect procurement lessons learned

• Collect procurement lessons learned

• Review/approve contractor costs, schedules, and technical
performance levels

• Review/approve contractor costs, schedules, and technical
performance levels

• Resolve issues with contractor performance

• Resolve issues with contractor performance

• Conduct solicitation activities to obtain bids/proposals from
prospective sellers for evaluation

• Conduct solicitation activities to obtain bids/proposals from
prospective sellers for evaluation

• Conduct/support contract negotiations
• Complete payment reviews/approvals
• Utilize make-or-buy analysis to identify which project needs
are best met by procuring products/services
• Develop rating/scoring evaluation criteria for project
procurement planning purposes
• Implement/communicate established selection processes
and selection criteria to stakeholders and prospective
contractors to ensure fair competition

• Define/utilize project payment/invoicing terms
• Determine project changes, delays, and implementation of
termination clauses when appropriate
• Conduct/support contract negotiations
• Complete payment reviews/approvals
• Utilize make-or-buy analysis to identify which project needs
are best met by procuring products/services
• Develop rating/scoring evaluation criteria for project
procurement planning purposes
• Implement/communicate established selection processes
and selection criteria to stakeholders and prospective
contractors to ensure fair competition

• Develop acquisition baseline

• Develop acquisition baseline

• Develop business case and acquisition strategy

• Develop business case and acquisition strategy

• Develop contents of RFP/SOW/response evaluation criteria

• Develop contents of RFP/SOW/response evaluation criteria
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Project Manager Major

• Determine project changes, delays, and implementation of
termination clauses when appropriate

Project Manager Major

• Define/utilize project payment/invoicing terms

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Cost

Cost

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

• Project resources, resource utilization/re-deployment plan

• Project resources, resource utilization/re-deployment plan

• Data collection techniques

• Data collection techniques

• Cost control techniques

• Cost control techniques

• Budget management techniques

• Budget management techniques

• Audit techniques

• Audit techniques

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Make decisions

• Make decisions

• Document information

• Document information

• Monitor/track output/results

• Monitor/track output/results

• Use performance measurement tools

• Use performance measurement tools

• Define/evaluate factors that may cause cost changes

• Define/evaluate factors that may cause cost changes

• Utilize cost analysis methods/tools to identify cost
variations, evaluate options, and recommend actions

• Utilize cost analysis methods/tools to identify cost
variations, evaluate options, and recommend actions
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Time

Time

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

• Project schedule development and control to assure time
requirements are met

• Project schedule development and control to assure time
requirements are met

• Workload balancing techniques

• Workload balancing techniques

• Resource-leveling techniques

• Resource-leveling techniques

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
• Define procedures by which schedules may change
• Document lessons learned, including causes of activities
leading to schedule changes, and reasons for selecting
specific corrective actions
• Develop project timelines
• Estimate resource requirements
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Project Manager Major

Project Manager Major

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level
Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
• Define procedures by which schedules may change
• Document lessons learned, including causes of activities
leading to schedule changes, and reasons for selecting
specific corrective actions
• Develop project timelines
• Estimate resource requirements
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Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Risk

Risk

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

• Assumption identification techniques

• Assumption identification techniques

• Constraint identification techniques

• Constraint identification techniques

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Document and disseminate risk information

• Document and disseminate risk information

• Provide and implement COTS product obsolescence risk
analysis techniques

• Provide and implement COTS product obsolescence risk
analysis techniques
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Quality

Quality

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

• Quality assurance and control procedures

• Quality assurance and control procedures

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Document lessons learned, including causes of activities
leading to quality changes, types of quality changes, and
reasons for selecting specific corrective actions
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Project Manager Major

Project Manager Major

• Write metrics summary reports

• Write metrics summary reports
• Document lessons learned, including causes of activities
leading to quality changes, types of quality changes, and
reasons for selecting specific corrective actions
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Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Communication

Communication

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interview processes
Knowledge of existing project documents
Documentation standards
Organizational records control/maintenance and document
management procedures
Project performance reporting process
Tools/techniques utilized for performance reporting
Communication/reporting techniques
Communication management concepts, tools, and
techniques

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interview processes
Knowledge of existing project documents
Documentation standards
Organizational records control/maintenance and document
management procedures
Project performance reporting process
Tools/techniques utilized for performance reporting
Communication/reporting techniques
Communication management concepts, tools, and
techniques

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Gather, assess, organize, integrate, and document
information
• Monitor compliance with communications plan to ensure
timely and accurate data are available
• Organize, develop, and write reports
• Document change requests
• Use report tools, technology, techniques
• Implement project information retrieval and distribution
systems
• Communicate effectively verbally and in writing
• Organize and facilitate meetings
• Implement project performance reviews
• Generate/disseminate status, progress, and forecast reports
to stakeholders
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• Gather, assess, organize, integrate, and document
information
• Monitor compliance with communications plan to ensure
timely and accurate data are available
• Organize, develop, and write reports
• Document change requests
• Use report tools, technology, techniques
• Implement project information retrieval and distribution
systems
• Communicate effectively verbally and in writing
• Organize and facilitate meetings
• Implement project performance reviews
• Generate/disseminate status, progress, and forecast reports
to stakeholders
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Scope

Scope

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach, and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach, and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Performance — PROFICIENT level
Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perform post-review meeting/write minutes/notes
Properly apply established policies
Apply rules fairly, but rigorously
Conduct work scope in accordance to plans
Participate in change management process
Assess interfaces to other projects
Convert information into work elements
Create supporting documentation for the activity list
Establish performance criteria
Write product/service specifications
Determine/document lessons learned
Identify reasoning behind corrective actions chosen
Develop formal acceptance documentation
Identify change requests during work processes and
determine potential project scope changes
• Manage WBS to manage project deliverables
• Establish review/approval process for project deliverables
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•
•
•
•
•

Stakeholder identification techniques
WBS development/decomposition techniques
Scope of work and performance criteria
Requirements process and product/service specifications
Organizational and other resource pools

Project Manager Major

Stakeholder identification techniques
WBS development/decomposition techniques
Scope of work and performance criteria
Requirements process and product/service specifications
Organizational and other resource pools

Project Manager Major

•
•
•
•
•

Performance — PROFICIENT level
Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perform post-review meeting/write minutes/notes
Properly apply established policies
Apply rules fairly, but rigorously
Conduct work scope in accordance to plans
Participate in change management process
Assess interfaces to other projects
Convert information into work elements
Create supporting documentation for the activity list
Establish performance criteria
Write product/service specifications
Determine/document lessons learned
Identify reasoning behind corrective actions chosen
Develop formal acceptance documentation
Identify change requests during work processes and
determine potential project scope changes
• Manage WBS to manage project deliverables
• Establish review/approval process for project deliverables
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Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Human Resources

Human Resources

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

• Inputs to organizational planning and staff acquisition

• Inputs to organizational planning and staff acquisition

• Tools/techniques utilized for organizational planning and
staff acquisition

• Tools/techniques utilized for organizational planning and
staff acquisition

• Outputs of organizational planning and staff acquisition

• Outputs of organizational planning and staff acquisition

• Motivational techniques in a PM environment

• Motivational techniques in a PM environment

• Organizational policies/procedures/labor agreements

• Organizational policies/procedures/labor agreements

• Team-building methods/techniques/motivation

• Team-building methods/techniques/motivation

• Conflict resolution techniques/conflict resolution

• Conflict resolution techniques/conflict resolution

• Labor management

• Labor management

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Obtain HR in a matrix management environment
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• Obtain HR in a matrix management environment
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Program Manager

Program Manager

Program Manager

Program Manager

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Program Manager

Program Manager

Level Description:
Head of an organization within a line
service unit responsible for a collection
of related programs and projects with
some common feature or goal that
warrants their collective management.

Level Description:
Head of an organization within a line
service unit responsible for a collection
of related programs and projects with
some common feature or goal that
warrants their collective management.

Typical Pay Bands: L, SES

Typical Pay Bands: L, SES

Experience (recommended for entry):
♦ Seven years experience in PM-related
positions
♦ PM for large capital investment
projects ($150 M or more) for at least
three years

Experience (recommended for entry):
♦ Seven years experience in PM-related
positions
♦ PM for large capital investment
projects ($150 M or more) for at least
three years

Education (recommended for entry):
Bachelors (technical or business
disciplines preferred)

Education (recommended for entry):
Bachelors (technical or business
disciplines preferred)

Certification
PMI PMP*

Certification
PMI PMP*

Training (expected during tenure):
♦ Cost and performance management
training for executives
♦ Executive development training
♦ 60 PM PDUs every three years to
maintain PMP certification

Training (expected during tenure):
♦ Cost and performance management
training for executives
♦ Executive development training
♦ 60 PM PDUs every three years to
maintain PMP certification

NOTE: Capital investment projects are listed on the FAA’s
Capital Investment Plan

NOTE: Capital investment projects are listed on the FAA’s
Capital Investment Plan

*Required within six months of acquiring a program at this level.

*Required within six months of acquiring a program at this level.
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FAA Specific Area

FAA Specific Area

♦ Product Development, Technical,

♦ Product Development, Technical,

System Engineering: Strong
understanding of systems engineering
disciplines and is skilled in assuring crossfunctional dependence on technical SMEs
via integrated project teams. While
desirable for the program manager to be a
SME, it is more important to understand
what various experts need to do.

System Engineering: Strong
understanding of systems engineering
disciplines and is skilled in assuring crossfunctional dependence on technical SMEs
via integrated project teams. While
desirable for the program manager to be a
SME, it is more important to understand
what various experts need to do.

FAA Specific Area

FAA Specific Area

Management: Strong understanding of
product support disciplines and is skilled
in assuring cross-functional dependence
on technical SMEs via integrated project
teams. The program manager has
responsibility for assuming that product
designs are influenced for supportability
and cost of ownership, that proper
logistics support is acquired and
deployed, and that in-service assets are
supported.

♦ Integration: Mastery of integration

Program Manager

Program Manager

♦ In-service (Product Support Logistics)

♦ In-service (Product Support Logistics)

Management: Strong understanding of
product support disciplines and is skilled
in assuring cross-functional dependence
on technical SMEs via integrated project
teams. The program manager has
responsibility for assuming that product
designs are influenced for supportability
and cost of ownership, that proper
logistics support is acquired and
deployed, and that in-service assets are
supported.

♦ Integration: Mastery of integration

disciplines across multiple projects and
through life cycle product support. Ability
to mentor and assist project managers in
planning and accomplishing integration
tasks.

disciplines across multiple projects and
through life cycle product support. Ability
to mentor and assist project managers in
planning and accomplishing integration
tasks.
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Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

♦ Procurement: Mastery in procurement

♦ Procurement: Mastery in procurement

related disciplines such as developing a
robust acquisition strategy, executing
COTR responsibilities, adhering to FAA
AMS policy, developing and maintaining
acquisition baselines, and dealing with
contractors from a project/program
perspective. Establishes an effective
relationship with contracting officials and
is actively involved in developing SOW
and RFP and evaluating contractor
responses and performance.

related disciplines such as developing a
robust acquisition strategy, executing
COTR responsibilities, adhering to FAA
AMS policy, developing and maintaining
acquisition baselines, and dealing with
contractors from a project/program
perspective. Establishes an effective
relationship with contracting officials and
is actively involved in developing SOW
and RFP and evaluating contractor
responses and performance.

♦ Cost: Mastery in developing program

♦ Cost: Mastery in developing program

level budgets and allocation of financial
resources across the program and in
mentoring project managers in project
financial management. Ability to set
priorities for the allocation of financial
resources among projects.

level budgets and allocation of financial
resources across the program and in
mentoring project managers in project
financial management. Ability to set
priorities for the allocation of financial
resources among projects.

♦ Time: Mastery of schedule related

♦ Time: Mastery of schedule related

disciplines across multiple projects and
the product life cycle. Ability to mentor
and assist project managers in schedule
related tasks.

disciplines across multiple projects and
the product life cycle. Ability to mentor
and assist project managers in schedule
related tasks.

♦ Risk: Mastery in risk management

♦ Risk: Mastery in risk management

across the entire product life cycle and in
assuring effective risk management
within the projects that comprise the
program.

across the entire product life cycle and in
assuring effective risk management
within the projects that comprise the
program.

♦ Quality: Mastery in assuring that all

♦ Quality: Mastery in assuring that all

products under project or program
management implement quality
management policy throughout the life
cycle. Ability to mentor and assist project
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products under project or program
management implement quality
management policy throughout the life
cycle. Ability to mentor and assist project
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managers in all aspects of quality
assurance/quality control.

managers in all aspects of quality
assurance/quality control.

♦ Communications: Mastery in planning/

♦ Communications: Mastery in planning/

assuring proper communications among
projects within the program and between
the program and stakeholders.

assuring proper communications among
projects within the program and between
the program and stakeholders.

♦ Scope: Mastery in determining and

♦ Scope: Mastery in determining and

♦ Human Resources: Mastery in assuring

♦ Human Resources: Mastery in assuring

that organization provides adequate
staffing of projects with highly
knowledgeable and skilled personnel.
Selects and evaluates the performance
of project manager and project teams.

that organization provides adequate
staffing of projects with highly
knowledgeable and skilled personnel.
Selects and evaluates the performance
of project manager and project teams.

■■■

Program Manager

controlling product and project scope
across multiple projects in a program.
Ability to mentor and assure scope
control is maintained.

Program Manager

controlling product and project scope
across multiple projects in a program.
Ability to mentor and assure scope
control is maintained.

■■■
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Federal Aviation Administration

Product Development, Technical,
System Engineering

Federal Aviation Administration

Product Development, Technical,
System Engineering

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

• System life cycle engineering process

• System life cycle engineering process

• Application of the requirements process to multiple projects

• Application of the requirements process to multiple projects

• Reliability/maintainability/availability engineering

• Reliability/maintainability/availability engineering

• Configuration and interface management processes

• Configuration and interface management processes

• Conduct of validation and verification efforts

• Conduct of validation and verification efforts

Performance — CAPABLE level

Performance — CAPABLE level

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

Must partially demonstrate the ability to:

• Manage configuration across multiple projects

• Manage configuration across multiple projects

• Manage interface among multiple projects

• Manage interface among multiple projects

• Manage validation and verification efforts

• Manage validation and verification efforts

• Apply specific IT knowledge elements to multiple projects

• Apply specific IT knowledge elements to multiple projects

• Coordinate the efforts of project system engineering
personnel matrixed into multiple projects within the program

• Coordinate the efforts of project system engineering
personnel matrixed into multiple projects within the program
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In-Service (Product
Support Logistics) Management

In-Service (Product
Support Logistics) Management

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Knowledge — EXECUTION level

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

Must be able to explain and apply the following:

• Product and product support schedules

• Product and product support schedules

• Development of life cycle cost analyses

• Development of life cycle cost analyses

• Development of operational analysis processes

• Development of operational analysis processes

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
• Develop product maintenance concept
• Provide reliability and maintainability
• Address training and training equipment needs
• Harmonize product and product support schedules
• Assure life cycle cost influences product development
• Collect, analyze, and apply operational analysis data

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Program Manager

Program Manager

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
• Develop product maintenance concept
• Provide reliability and maintainability
• Address training and training equipment needs
• Harmonize product and product support schedules
• Assure life cycle cost influences product development
• Collect, analyze, and apply operational analysis data
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Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Integration

Integration

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach, and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach, and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• Criteria for development of effective business cases

• Criteria for development of effective business cases

• Business process reengineering process

• Business process reengineering process

• Process for managing activities of multiple project
managers

• Process for managing activities of multiple project
managers

• Techniques for prioritizing projects within a program

• Techniques for prioritizing projects within a program

• Attributes of an effective project management culture

• Attributes of an effective project management culture

• Development of stakeholder management strategies

• Development of stakeholder management strategies

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Ensure development of effective business cases
Coordinate the activities of multiple project managers
Develop and maintain program level baselines
Evaluate benefit/cost analyses across the program
Prioritize project business cases within the program
Allocate program resources among projects/products
Ensure functional support of project activities
Ensure in-service products satisfy customer requirements
Create the appropriate project management culture
Manage stakeholder expectations across the program
Initiate and terminating project activity as appropriate
Conduct and apply business process reengineering

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

71

Ensure development of effective business cases
Coordinate the activities of multiple project managers
Develop and maintain program level baselines
Evaluate benefit/cost analyses across the program
Prioritize project business cases within the program
Allocate program resources among projects/products
Ensure functional support of project activities
Ensure in-service products satisfy customer requirements
Create the appropriate project management culture
Manage stakeholder expectations across the program
Initiate and terminating project activity as appropriate
Conduct and apply business process reengineering

Procurement

Procurement

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• FAA AMS policy

• FAA AMS policy

• Acquisition baseline development, approval, and change
process

• Acquisition baseline development, approval, and change
process

• Effective SOW and RFP development

• Effective SOW and RFP development

• Effective assessment of contractor performance

Performance — PROFICIENT level
Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
• Develop a robust business plan
• Execute COTR responsibilities

Program Manager

• COTR responsibilities and policy for contractor interface

Program Manager

• COTR responsibilities and policy for contractor interface

• Effective assessment of contractor performance

Performance — PROFICIENT level
Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
• Develop a robust business plan
• Execute COTR responsibilities

• Adhere to FAA AMS policy

• Adhere to FAA AMS policy

• Develop and maintain acquisition baselines

• Develop and maintain acquisition baselines

• Deal with contractors from a project/program perspective

• Deal with contractors from a project/program perspective

• Establish an effective relationship with contracting officials

• Establish an effective relationship with contracting officials

• Be actively involved in developing SOW and RFP and
evaluating contractor responses and performance

• Be actively involved in developing SOW and RFP and
evaluating contractor responses and performance
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Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Cost

Cost

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• Processes for cost estimating and cost assignment to tasks

• Processes for cost estimating and cost assignment to tasks

• Processes for developing budgets and prioritizing them

• Processes for developing budgets and prioritizing them

• Techniques for developing life cycle cost estimates

• Techniques for developing life cycle cost estimates

• Techniques for risk adjusting cost and budget data and
establishing contingency and management reserves

• Techniques for risk adjusting cost and budget data and
establishing contingency and management reserves

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

• Ensure consistent cost estimating/budgeting/resource
allocation across multiple project and life cycle phases

• Ensure consistent cost estimating/budgeting/resource
allocation across multiple project and life cycle phases

• Educate project managers on budget policy/constraints

• Educate project managers on budget policy/constraints

• Assemble/defending program level prioritized budgets

• Assemble/defending program level prioritized budgets

• Establish and monitor program operational cost/life cycle
cost performance of in-service assets

• Establish and monitor program operational cost/life cycle
cost performance of in-service assets

• Monitor program resource availability

• Monitor program resource availability

• Evaluate program financial performance

• Evaluate program financial performance

• Ensure that cost and life cycle costs are risk adjusted

• Ensure that cost and life cycle costs are risk adjusted
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Time

Time

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• Project management at the milestone level

• Project management at the milestone level

• Techniques for improving schedule performance

• Techniques for improving schedule performance

• Techniques for risk adjusting schedules

• Techniques for risk adjusting schedules

• Establish milestones to apply across program
• Harmonize schedules/milestones across program
• Establish program process for schedule evaluation
• Coordinate efforts to accelerate program schedules
• Ensure that schedules are risk adjusted
• Make decisions to modify project schedules

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level
Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:
• Establish milestones to apply across program
• Harmonize schedules/milestones across program
• Establish program process for schedule evaluation
• Coordinate efforts to accelerate program schedules
• Ensure that schedules are risk adjusted
• Make decisions to modify project schedules
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Program Manager

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

Program Manager

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Risk

Risk

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• FAA risk management policy

• FAA risk management policy

• Effective techniques for risk planning and continuing risk
management

• Effective techniques for risk planning and continuing risk
management

• FAA process for monitoring COTS products for
obsolescence risk

• FAA process for monitoring COTS products for
obsolescence risk

• Techniques for risk adjusting costs and schedules

• Techniques for risk adjusting costs and schedules

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

• Address all required risks in business plans

• Address all required risks in business plans

• Establish/apply FAA risk management policy

• Establish/apply FAA risk management policy

• Ensure effective risk planning and continuing risk
management

• Ensure effective risk planning and continuing risk
management

• Ensure that risks are monitored for trigger symptoms

• Ensure that risks are monitored for trigger symptoms

• Ensure COTS products are monitored for obsolescence

• Ensure COTS products are monitored for obsolescence

• Ensure that schedules, costs, life cycle costs are risk
adjusted

• Ensure that schedules, costs, life cycle costs are risk
adjusted
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Quality

Quality

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• Establishment of quality assurance and control processes

• Establishment of quality assurance and control processes

• Development and selection of metrics to monitor and
assess quality across multiple projects

• Development and selection of metrics to monitor and
assess quality across multiple projects

• Ensure quality of all products under project or program
management
• Implement quality management policy throughout the life
cycle
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Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level
Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:
• Ensure quality of all products under project or program
management
• Implement quality management policy throughout the life
cycle
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Program Manager

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

Program Manager

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Communication

Communication

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• Elements of an effective communications process and
project communications planning

• Elements of an effective communications process and
project communications planning

• Techniques for assuring inter-project communications

• Techniques for assuring inter-project communications

• Requirements for project and program reporting

• Requirements for project and program reporting

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Represent the program to industry

• Represent the program to industry

• Keep program stakeholders informed

• Keep program stakeholders informed

• Establish communications process within program

• Establish communications process within program

• Assure projects do communications planning

• Assure projects do communications planning

• Establish/maintain communication with project/program
managers

• Establish/maintain communication with project/program
managers
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Scope

Scope

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• Requirements process

• Requirements process

• Project selection and chartering process

• Project selection and chartering process

• Ensure project managers understand scope/objective
alignment
• Ensure program scope fully covers program objectives
• Ensure scope change methodologies are followed
• Ensure project managers understand program interfaces
• Ensure all project activity is WBS based
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Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level
Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:
• Ensure project managers understand scope/objective
alignment
• Ensure program scope fully covers program objectives
• Ensure scope change methodologies are followed
• Ensure project managers understand program interfaces
• Ensure all project activity is WBS based
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Program Manager

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

Program Manager

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Human Resources

Human Resources

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• Project manager professional development needs

• Project manager professional development needs

• Techniques for optimum manpower support in a matrix
management environment

• Techniques for optimum manpower support in a matrix
management environment

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Mentor project managers in professional development

• Mentor project managers in professional development

• Ensure effective training of project managers

• Ensure effective training of project managers

• Make decisions on project manager selection/assignment

• Make decisions on project manager selection/assignment

• Ensure competent project managers are assigned

• Ensure competent project managers are assigned

• Evaluate project manger professional competence

• Evaluate project manger professional competence

• Ensure effective matrix management

• Ensure effective matrix management
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Portfolio Manager/
Executive

Portfolio Manager/Executive

Portfolio Manager/Executive

Portfolio Manager/
Executive

Federal Aviation Administration

81

Federal Aviation Administration

Portfolio Manager/Executive

Portfolio Manager/Executive

Level Description:
Vice President of a line service unit
responsible for linking organizational
strategies and priorities and making
economic decisions on the use of
organizational resources.

Level Description:
Vice President of a line service unit
responsible for linking organizational
strategies and priorities and making
economic decisions on the use of
organizational resources.

Typical Pay Bands: SES

Typical Pay Bands: SES

Experience (recommended for entry):
♦ Ten years experience in PM-related
positions
♦ PM for large capital investment
projects/programs ($150M or more)
for at least five year

Experience (recommended for entry):
♦ Ten years experience in PM-related
positions
♦ PM for large capital investment
projects/programs ($150M or more)
for at least five year

Education (recommended for entry):
Advanced Degree (business discipline
preferred)

Education (recommended for entry):
Advanced Degree (business discipline
preferred)

Training (recommended during
tenure):
On-going executive development
training

Training (recommended during
tenure):
On-going executive development
training
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FAA Specific Area

FAA Specific Area

♦ Product Development, Technical, System

♦ Product Development, Technical, System

Engineering: Understanding of system
engineering disciplines well enough to assure
organizational support of projects and
programs by technical SMEs. Ability to
establish effective matrix management
policies and procedures. Understands what
various technical experts need to do.

Management: Understanding of product
support disciplines well enough to assure that
product designs are influenced for
supportability and cost of ownership, that
proper logistics support is acquired and
deployed, and that in-service assets are
supported.
♦ Integration: Mastery of integration discipline

across multiple projects and programs
throughout the entire life cycle. Makes good
decisions affecting all projects/programs.
Assures that all project/program, business
cases supporting the portfolio are effective
and competitive. Sets priorities among
projects/programs at the portfolio level.
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FAA Specific Area
♦ In-service (Product Support Logistics)

Management: Understanding of product
support disciplines well enough to assure that
product designs are influenced for
supportability and cost of ownership, that
proper logistics support is acquired and
deployed, and that in-service assets are
supported.
♦ Integration: Mastery of integration discipline

across multiple projects and programs
throughout the entire life cycle. Makes good
decisions affecting all projects/programs.
Assures that all project/program, business
cases supporting the portfolio are effective
and competitive. Sets priorities among
projects/programs at the portfolio level.
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Portfolio Manager/Executive

♦ In-service (Product Support Logistics)

Portfolio Manager/Executive

FAA Specific Area

Engineering: Understanding of system
engineering disciplines well enough to assure
organizational support of projects and
programs by technical SMEs. Ability to
establish effective matrix management
policies and procedures. Understands what
various technical experts need to do.

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

♦ Procurement: Mastery in assuring that

♦ Procurement: Mastery in assuring that

effective procurement policies are
followed, that acquisition strategies avoid
government risk, that COTS is utilized
wherever possible, and that program and
project managers are knowledgeable of
their COTR responsibilities. A SME
taking a leadership role in source
selection, assuring good communications
between project/program managers and
contracting officials, and the
development of robust business plans.

effective procurement policies are
followed, that acquisition strategies avoid
government risk, that COTS is utilized
wherever possible, and that program and
project managers are knowledgeable of
their COTR responsibilities. A SME
taking a leadership role in source
selection, assuring good communications
between project/program managers and
contracting officials, and the
development of robust business plans.

♦ Cost: Mastery at developing portfolio

♦ Cost: Mastery at developing portfolio

level budgets and able to establish
priorities among projects/programs for
the allocation of financial resources
across the portfolio.

level budgets and able to establish
priorities among projects/programs for
the allocation of financial resources
across the portfolio.

♦ Time: Mastery at determining and

♦ Time: Mastery at determining and

controlling overall schedule related
activities of all projects/programs in the
portfolio. Makes good decisions
regarding schedules that projects/
programs commit to and acceptability of
modifications to schedules.

controlling overall schedule related
activities of all projects/programs in the
portfolio. Makes good decisions
regarding schedules that projects/
programs commit to and acceptability of
modifications to schedules.

♦ Risk: Mastery in ensuring effective risk

♦ Risk: Mastery in ensuring effective risk

management across all projects and
programs within the portfolio on a
continuing basis. SME at assuring that all
schedules, costs, and life cycle costs are
risk adjusted. Portfolio managers
manage risk at a consolidated level,
setting priorities for action.
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management across all projects and
programs within the portfolio on a
continuing basis. SME at assuring that all
schedules, costs, and life cycle costs are
risk adjusted. Portfolio managers
manage risk at a consolidated level,
setting priorities for action.
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♦ Quality: Mastery in establishing quality

♦ Quality: Mastery in establishing quality

policy for programs and projects and
assuring effective quality management in
satisfying customer requirements across
the life cycle.

policy for programs and projects and
assuring effective quality management in
satisfying customer requirements across
the life cycle.

♦ Communications: Mastery in assuring

♦ Communications: Mastery in assuring

effective communications occur within the
organization and between the
organization and external stakeholders.
SME in project and program performance
reporting.

effective communications occur within the
organization and between the
organization and external stakeholders.
SME in project and program performance
reporting.

controlling product and project scope
across the entire portfolio. Makes good
decisions in determining and controlling
project/program scope. Determines the
scope of the overall portfolio as a sum of
the projects and programs.
♦ Human Resources: Mastery in assuring

adequate staffing of projects and
programs with highly knowledgeable and
skilled personnel.
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Portfolio Manager/Executive

Portfolio Manager/Executive

♦ Scope: Mastery at determining and

♦ Scope: Mastery at determining and

controlling product and project scope
across the entire portfolio. Makes good
decisions in determining and controlling
project/program scope. Determines the
scope of the overall portfolio as a sum of
the projects and programs.
♦ Human Resources: Mastery in assuring

adequate staffing of projects and
programs with highly knowledgeable and
skilled personnel.
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Federal Aviation Administration

Product Development, Technical,
System Engineering

Federal Aviation Administration

Product Development, Technical,
System Engineering

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Knowledge — UNDERSTANDING level

Must be able to explain the following to others:

Must be able to explain the following to others:

• FAA systems engineering process

• FAA systems engineering process

• FAA systems engineering organization

• FAA systems engineering organization

• IT specific elements: security, architecture, infrastructure
design

• IT specific elements: security, architecture, infrastructure
design

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Performance — PROFICIENT level

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

Must fully demonstrate the ability to:

• Ensure organizational support of projects and programs
from the technical SMEs in product development and
systems engineering

• Ensure organizational support of projects and programs
from the technical SMEs in product development and
systems engineering

• Demonstrate knowledge and performance in the product
development, technical and system engineering disciplines
even though not a SME

• Demonstrate knowledge and performance in the product
development, technical and system engineering disciplines
even though not a SME

It is desirable for the portfolio manager to be an expert, but
more importantly to understand what various experts need to
do.

It is desirable for the portfolio manager to be an expert, but
more importantly to understand what various experts need to
do.
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In-Service (Product
Support Logistics) Management

In-Service (Product
Support Logistics) Management

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:
• FAA in-service support organization and responsibilities

Performance — PROFICIENT level
Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
• Ensure that product designs are influenced for supportability
and cost of ownership
• Ensure proper logistics support is acquired and deployed
• Ensure that in-service assets are supported
The portfolio manager must have knowledge and skill in these
areas even though not a SME.
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Performance — PROFICIENT level
Must fully demonstrate the ability to:
• Ensure that product designs are influenced for supportability
and cost of ownership
• Ensure proper logistics support is acquired and deployed
• Ensure that in-service assets are supported
The portfolio manager must have knowledge and skill in these
areas even though not a SME.
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Portfolio Manager/Executive

• FAA life cycle management policies

• FAA in-service support organization and responsibilities

Portfolio Manager/Executive

• FAA life cycle management policies

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Integration

Integration

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach, and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach, and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• Business case and portfolio summary development
• Business process reengineering process
• Techniques for alignment of organizational strategies
across the project and programs within the portfolio
• Techniques for establishing priorities for resource allocation
across multiple programs and projects
• Techniques for effective stakeholder management
• Techniques for establishing effective project culture

• Business case and portfolio summary development
• Business process reengineering process
• Techniques for alignment of organizational strategies
across the project and programs within the portfolio
• Techniques for establishing priorities for resource allocation
across multiple programs and projects
• Techniques for effective stakeholder management
• Techniques for establishing effective project culture

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to apply:

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to apply:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Ensure development of effective business cases
Develop product line vision/policy for the portfolio
Identify business drivers across the portfolio
Align portfolio objectives with organizational strategies
Align project/program objectives with portfolio objectives
Ensure consistent portfolio SWOT analyses
Evaluate benefit/cost analyses across the portfolio
Prioritize project/program business cases within portfolio
Align resource allocations with portfolio priorities
Define success criteria for portfolio activities
Manage stakeholder expectations for entire portfolio
Initiate/terminate project/program activity as required
Create the appropriate project/program management
culture
• Conduct and apply business process reengineering

Ensure development of effective business cases
Develop product line vision/policy for the portfolio
Identify business drivers across the portfolio
Align portfolio objectives with organizational strategies
Align project/program objectives with portfolio objectives
Ensure consistent portfolio SWOT analyses
Evaluate benefit/cost analyses across the portfolio
Prioritize project/program business cases within portfolio
Align resource allocations with portfolio priorities
Define success criteria for portfolio activities
Manage stakeholder expectations for entire portfolio
Initiate/terminate project/program activity as required
Create the appropriate project/program management
culture
• Conduct and apply business process reengineering

Procurement

Procurement

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

• Requirements of the FAA AMS

• Requirements of the FAA AMS

• Responsibilities of COTR and criteria for selection of
personnel to become COTR

• Responsibilities of COTR and criteria for selection of
personnel to become COTR

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level
Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:
• Ensure effective procurement policies are followed
• Ensure acquisition strategies avoid government risk
• Ensure COTS is utilized wherever possible
• Ensure that program and project managers are
knowledgeable of their COTR responsibilities
• Take a leadership role in source selection, assuring good
communications between project/program managers and
contracting officials, and the development of robust
business plans
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Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level
Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:
• Ensure effective procurement policies are followed
• Ensure acquisition strategies avoid government risk
• Ensure COTS is utilized wherever possible
• Ensure that program and project managers are
knowledgeable of their COTR responsibilities
• Take a leadership role in source selection, assuring good
communications between project/program managers and
contracting officials, and the development of robust
business plans

88

Portfolio Manager/Executive

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Portfolio Manager/Executive

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Cost

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Cost

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• Strategic resource allocation

• Strategic resource allocation

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

• Ensure consistent cost estimating/budgeting

• Ensure consistent cost estimating/budgeting

• Educate project/program managers on budget policy/
constraints

• Educate project/program managers on budget policy/
constraints

• Assemble portfolio level prioritized budgets

• Assemble portfolio level prioritized budgets

• Defend budget requests

• Defend budget requests

• Identify portfolio cost drivers

• Identify portfolio cost drivers

• Monitor portfolio life cycle cost performance

• Monitor portfolio life cycle cost performance

• Monitor portfolio resource availability

• Monitor portfolio resource availability

• Evaluate portfolio financial performance

• Evaluate portfolio financial performance

• Ensure that cost and life cycle costs are risk adjusted

• Ensure that cost and life cycle costs are risk adjusted

• Make priority decisions on resource allocation

• Make priority decisions on resource allocation
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Time

Time

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

• Utilization of milestones across multiple programs and
projects

• Utilization of milestones across multiple programs and
projects

• Schedule performance evaluation methods

• Schedule performance evaluation methods

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level
Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:
• Establish milestones to apply across portfolio
• Coordination of schedules/milestones across portfolio
• Communicate policy for schedule development
• Establish portfolio process for schedule evaluation
• Coordinate efforts to accelerate schedules
• Ensure that schedules are risk adjusted

90

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level
Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:
• Establish milestones to apply across portfolio
• Coordination of schedules/milestones across portfolio
• Communicate policy for schedule development
• Establish portfolio process for schedule evaluation
• Coordinate efforts to accelerate schedules
• Ensure that schedules are risk adjusted
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Portfolio Manager/Executive

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Portfolio Manager/Executive

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Risk

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Risk

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• FAA risk management policy and procedure

• FAA risk management policy and procedure

• Techniques for monitoring and managing risks across
multiple projects and programs

• Techniques for monitoring and managing risks across
multiple projects and programs

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

• Assign ownership for specific risks

• Assign ownership for specific risks

• Ensure project/program business cases address required
risks

• Ensure project/program business cases address required
risks

• Ensure that schedules, costs, life cycle costs are risk
adjusted

• Ensure that schedules, costs, life cycle costs are risk
adjusted

• Understand stakeholder risk tolerance

• Understand stakeholder risk tolerance

• Set/ensure application of FAA risk policy

• Set/ensure application of FAA risk policy

• Monitor COTS product obsolescence status

• Monitor COTS product obsolescence status

• Establish policy and process for project/program risk
management

• Establish policy and process for project/program risk
management
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Quality

Quality

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

• Organizational level quality assurance and control
processes

• Organizational level quality assurance and control
processes

• Effective use of metrics

• Effective use of metrics

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level
Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:
• Establish quality policy for programs and projects
• Ensure effective quality management in satisfying customer
requirements across the life cycle
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Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level
Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:
• Establish quality policy for programs and projects
• Ensure effective quality management in satisfying customer
requirements across the life cycle
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Portfolio Manager/Executive

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Portfolio Manager/Executive

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Communication

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Communication

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• Communications demands across the FAA and to other
government and non-government stakeholders

• Communications demands across the FAA and to other
government and non-government stakeholders

• FAA vision and objectives so that comments as an FAA
spokesperson are consistent

• FAA vision and objectives so that comments as an FAA
spokesperson are consistent

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

• Ensure that project/program managers perform
communications planning

• Ensure that project/program managers perform
communications planning

• Maintain communication with all stakeholders

• Maintain communication with all stakeholders

• Ensure processes for out-of-cycle access to information

• Ensure processes for out-of-cycle access to information

• Serve as an FAA spokesperson to media

• Serve as an FAA spokesperson to media
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Scope

Scope

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• Requirements process

• Requirements process

• Program and project chartering

• Program and project chartering

• Ensure product scope fully covers functional requirements
• Ensure project/program managers understand scope/
objective alignment
• Ensure project/program managers understand project/
program interfaces
• Ensure all project activity is WBS based
• Establish and enforcing scope change methodologies
• Ensure project/program scope fully covers portfolio
objectives
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Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level
Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:
• Ensure product scope fully covers functional requirements
• Ensure project/program managers understand scope/
objective alignment
• Ensure project/program managers understand project/
program interfaces
• Ensure all project activity is WBS based
• Establish and enforcing scope change methodologies
• Ensure project/program scope fully covers portfolio
objectives
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Portfolio Manager/Executive

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

Portfolio Manager/Executive

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Human Resources

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Human Resources

Knowledge — MASTERY level

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

Must be able to teach, coach and/or mentor the
following, and be able to evolve and improve the
discipline:

• FAA project and program manager career path process

• FAA project and program manager career path process

• Assessment of project and program manager competence
and readiness for increased responsibility

• Assessment of project and program manager competence
and readiness for increased responsibility

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Performance — SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT level

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

Must be a recognized expert in the ability to:

• Establish project/program manager competency
requirements

• Establish project/program manager competency
requirements

• Evaluate project/program manager professional
competence

• Evaluate project/program manager professional
competence

• Establish effective processes for matrix management

• Establish effective processes for matrix management

• Establish professional development processes

• Establish professional development processes

• Mentor project/program managers in professional
development

• Mentor project/program managers in professional
development

• Ensure organization has effective training

• Ensure organization has effective training

• Make decisions on project/program manager selection/
assignment

• Make decisions on project/program manager selection/
assignment
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Certification

Certification

Certification

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Program Manager Certification

Program Manager Certification

FAA is committed to the professional development of
employees and recognizes the benefits of professional
certification as one means of recognizing professional
excellence. The complexity, criticality, and visibility of the
work that FAA undertakes requires that we ensure a
standard of excellence and invest in building our talent
base. Certification programs, in concert with individual
development planning, provide an opportunity for
employees to gain and develop knowledge, experience
and abilities both to meet organizational needs and to
further individual professional growth.

FAA is committed to the professional development of
employees and recognizes the benefits of professional
certification as one means of recognizing professional
excellence. The complexity, criticality, and visibility of the
work that FAA undertakes requires that we ensure a
standard of excellence and invest in building our talent
base. Certification programs, in concert with individual
development planning, provide an opportunity for
employees to gain and develop knowledge, experience
and abilities both to meet organizational needs and to
further individual professional growth.
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Program Manager Certification
Guidelines

Program Manager Certification
Guidelines

Guiding principles for managers in their discussions with
employees about Individual Development Plans (IDPs)
and program manager certification:

Guiding principles for managers in their discussions with
employees about Individual Development Plans (IDPs)
and program manager certification:

1.

1.

2.

98

3.

4.

We support participation in the program manager
certification program when there is a compelling
business need. Considerations include: to meet
industry standards; to improve business
performance; to strengthen credibility with
stakeholders; and to instill a greater sense of
professional pride.
We will use the PMI’s PMP certification: a nationally
and internationally recognized certification program.
Managers will consider requests for participation in
the program manager certification program based on
an assessment of individual and organizational
needs and priorities.
Professional development is a shared responsibility
between employees and managers. We will provide
opportunities for employees to develop themselves
professionally. Employees must:
• Take personal responsibility for initiating individual
development planning, seeking opportunities, and
demonstrating benefit to the organization through
application of learning back on the job;
• Define their career goals and work with their
manager to assess individual strengths and
development needs; and,
• Work with their managers to develop appropriate
IDPs that support professional development goals
within organizational needs and priorities.
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Certification

4.

2.
Certification

3.

We support participation in the program manager
certification program when there is a compelling
business need. Considerations include: to meet
industry standards; to improve business
performance; to strengthen credibility with
stakeholders; and to instill a greater sense of
professional pride.
We will use the PMI’s PMP certification: a nationally
and internationally recognized certification program.
Managers will consider requests for participation in
the program manager certification program based on
an assessment of individual and organizational
needs and priorities.
Professional development is a shared responsibility
between employees and managers. We will provide
opportunities for employees to develop themselves
professionally. Employees must:
• Take personal responsibility for initiating individual
development planning, seeking opportunities, and
demonstrating benefit to the organization through
application of learning back on the job;
• Define their career goals and work with their
manager to assess individual strengths and
development needs; and,
• Work with their managers to develop appropriate
IDPs that support professional development goals
within organizational needs and priorities.

Federal Aviation Administration

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
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We will identify and advertise appropriate training
opportunities to achieve and maintain program
manager certification.
We will pay for training, certification, and continuing
education, within existing budget and resource limits,
for employees approved to participate in certification
activities. Employees will pay any fees related to
individual memberships in professional associations.
We will follow merit principles in providing
opportunities for employees to achieve program
manager certification.
Certification may be used as a consideration when
reviewing candidate qualifications.
Achieving certification does not assure promotion or
any specific job placement.

Federal Aviation Administration

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

99

We will identify and advertise appropriate training
opportunities to achieve and maintain program
manager certification.
We will pay for training, certification, and continuing
education, within existing budget and resource limits,
for employees approved to participate in certification
activities. Employees will pay any fees related to
individual memberships in professional associations.
We will follow merit principles in providing
opportunities for employees to achieve program
manager certification.
Certification may be used as a consideration when
reviewing candidate qualifications.
Achieving certification does not assure promotion or
any specific job placement.

PMI’s PMP Certification
Requirements for Application

PMI’s PMP Certification
Requirements for Application

1. Holds a baccalaureate or equivalent university
degree
2. Has a minimum of 4,500 hours of project
management experience within the 5 program/project
manager process groups identified by PMI (Initiating,
Planning, Executing, Controlling, and Closing), and
3. Has a minimum of three (3) non-overlapping years
of personal project management experience (months
without project management experience during this
period cannot be counted), and
4. Has a minimum of 35 contact hours of specific
instruction that addresses learning objectives in
project management (program manager training).

1. Holds a baccalaureate or equivalent university
degree
2. Has a minimum of 4,500 hours of project
management experience within the 5 program/project
manager process groups identified by PMI (Initiating,
Planning, Executing, Controlling, and Closing), and
3. Has a minimum of three (3) non-overlapping years
of personal project management experience (months
without project management experience during this
period cannot be counted), and
4. Has a minimum of 35 contact hours of specific
instruction that addresses learning objectives in
project management (program manager training).

The second and third requirements must have been met
within the 6-year period before the application date.
* In addition to meeting these requirements, Program Managers
must also pass the examination in order to receive certification.

The second and third requirements must have been met
within the 6-year period before the application date.
* In addition to meeting these requirements, Program Managers
must also pass the examination in order to receive certification.

Category 2

Category 2

1. Does not hold a baccalaureate or equivalent
university degree but does hold a high school
diploma or equivalent secondary school credential.
2. Has a minimum of 7,500 hours of project
management experience within the five (5) program/
project manager process groups identified by PMI
(Initiating, Planning, Executing, Controlling, and
Closing), and
3. Has a minimum of five (5) non-overlapping years
(months without project management experience
during this period cannot be counted) of personal
project management experience, and

1. Does not hold a baccalaureate or equivalent
university degree but does hold a high school
diploma or equivalent secondary school credential.
2. Has a minimum of 7,500 hours of project
management experience within the five (5) program/
project manager process groups identified by PMI
(Initiating, Planning, Executing, Controlling, and
Closing), and
3. Has a minimum of five (5) non-overlapping years
(months without project management experience
during this period cannot be counted) of personal
project management experience, and
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Category 1

Certification

Category 1

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

4. Has a minimum of 35 contact hours of specific
instruction that addresses learning objectives in project
management (program manager training).

4. Has a minimum of 35 contact hours of specific
instruction that addresses learning objectives in project
management (program manager training).

The second and third requirements must have been met
within the 8-year period before the application date.

The second and third requirements must have been met
within the 8-year period before the application date.

* In addition to meeting these requirements, Program Managers
must also pass the examination in order to receive certification.

* In addition to meeting these requirements, Program Managers
must also pass the examination in order to receive certification.

►►►
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Maintaining PMI Certification

Maintaining PMI Certification

• Each certified Program Manager must satisfy the

• Each certified Program Manager must satisfy the

Continuing Certification Requirements in order to
maintain PMI’s PMP certification.
• PMP’s are required to attain 60 Professional
Development Units (PDU’s) every three (3) years.
• Typically, one PDU is earned for every one hour spent
in a planned, structured, learning experience, or
activity related to project management. PDU’s can be
earned through a variety of activities such as: speaker
at a conference, self-directed learning, and formal
training. Formal training does not have to be through a
PMI registered education provider to count.

Continuing Certification Requirements in order to
maintain PMI’s PMP certification.
• PMP’s are required to attain 60 Professional
Development Units (PDU’s) every three (3) years.
• Typically, one PDU is earned for every one hour spent
in a planned, structured, learning experience, or
activity related to project management. PDU’s can be
earned through a variety of activities such as: speaker
at a conference, self-directed learning, and formal
training. Formal training does not have to be through a
PMI registered education provider to count.

As PDU’s are earned, submit them to the PMI
Records Office by U.S. mail, on-line submission or
fax. When you satisfy the 60 PDU requirement, or 6months before your certification is due to be renewed,
PMI will send you an Application for Certification
Renewal.

• In addition to earning the PDU’s, certified Program

* Note: You can earn up to 5 PDU’s each year for ongoing
experience as a project manager. (NOTE: Refer to PMI’s
website for their Continuing Certification Requirements
Handbook for additional activities and associated PDU values).

•

As PDU’s are earned, submit them to the PMI
Records Office by U.S. mail, on-line submission or
fax. When you satisfy the 60 PDU requirement, or 6months before your certification is due to be renewed,
PMI will send you an Application for Certification
Renewal.

• In addition to earning the PDU’s, certified Program

Managers must agree to adhere to PMI’s PMP Code of
Professional Conduct.

For more information regarding PMI’s PMP
certification, PDU’s and the Code of Conduct, please
visit the PMI website at www.pmi.org.
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Managers must agree to adhere to PMI’s PMP Code of
Professional Conduct.

For more information regarding PMI’s PMP
certification, PDU’s and the Code of Conduct, please
visit the PMI website at www.pmi.org.
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* Note: You can earn up to 5 PDU’s each year for ongoing
experience as a project manager. (NOTE: Refer to PMI’s
website for their Continuing Certification Requirements
Handbook for additional activities and associated PDU values).
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Appendix A: Glossary

Appendix A: Glossary

AHR

Human Resource Management

AHR

Human Resource Management

ATO

Air Traffic Organization

ATO

Air Traffic Organization

Awareness

Knowledge level at which personnel
have the ability to describe

Awareness

Knowledge level at which personnel
have the ability to describe

Basic

Performance level at which personnel
have minimally demonstrated the
ability to apply

Basic

Performance level at which personnel
have minimally demonstrated the
ability to apply

Business
Process
Reengineering

Project Management competency;
manage implementation of business
process changes

Business
Process
Reengineering

Project Management competency;
manage implementation of business
process changes

Capital Planning Project Management competency;
contribute to development of business
case and understand its components;
align business case with strategic plan

Capital Planning Project Management competency;
contribute to development of business
case and understand its components;
align business case with strategic plan

CAPM

Certified Associate in Project
Management

CAPM

Certified Associate in Project
Management

CAPM
Delineation
Study

The CAPM and PMP role delineation
studies conducted by PMI are the
foundations for these certification
exams. They analyze and define the
CAPM and PMP candidate’s job
responsibilities and define the
emphasis (in terms of importance,
criticality and frequency of duty
performance) to be given each
element on the certification exams.

CAPM
Delineation
Study

The CAPM and PMP role delineation
studies conducted by PMI are the
foundations for these certification
exams. They analyze and define the
CAPM and PMP candidate’s job
responsibilities and define the
emphasis (in terms of importance,
criticality and frequency of duty
performance) to be given each
element on the certification exams.

Communications Project Management competency;
understand stakeholder information
Management
needs; provide status reports,
forecasting information, and
recommendations to appropriate
stakeholders

Communications Project Management competency;
understand stakeholder information
Management
needs; provide status reports,
forecasting information, and
recommendations to appropriate
stakeholders
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Configuration IT Project Management competency;
Management manage the implementation, update or
integration of information system
components

Configuration IT Project Management competency;
Management manage the implementation, update or
integration of information system
components
Cost
Management

Project Management competency; define
and manage project budget against
baseline; establish, track, and audit
project budgets, analyze variances, and
develop action plans; perform resource
planning, cost estimating, cost budgeting,
and cost control

COTR

Contracting Officer’s Technical
Representative

COTR

Contracting Officer’s Technical
Representative

COTS

Commercial Off the Shelf

COTS

Commercial Off the Shelf

Customer
Service

General competency; works with clients
and customers (that is, any individuals
who use or receive the services or
products that your work unit produces,
including the general public, individuals
who work in the agency, other agencies,
or organizations outside the Government)
to assess their needs, provide
information or assistance, resolve their
problems, or satisfy their expectations;
knows about available products and
services; committed to providing quality
products and services

Customer
Service

General competency; works with clients
and customers (that is, any individuals
who use or receive the services or
products that your work unit produces,
including the general public, individuals
who work in the agency, other agencies,
or organizations outside the Government)
to assess their needs, provide
information or assistance, resolve their
problems, or satisfy their expectations;
knows about available products and
services; committed to providing quality
products and services

Data
Management

IT Project Management competency;
oversee data management, such as
modeling techniques, data backup, data
recovery, data dictionaries, data
warehousing, data mining, data disposal,
and data standardization processes

Data
Management

IT Project Management competency;
oversee data management, such as
modeling techniques, data backup, data
recovery, data dictionaries, data
warehousing, data mining, data disposal,
and data standardization processes
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Project Management competency; define
and manage project budget against
baseline; establish, track, and audit
project budgets, analyze variances, and
develop action plans; perform resource
planning, cost estimating, cost budgeting,
and cost control

Appendix a

Cost
Management

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Decision
Making

General competency; makes sound, wellinformed, and objective decisions;
perceives the impact and implications of
decisions; commits to action, even in
uncertain situations, to accomplish
organizational goals; causes changes

Decision
Making

General competency; makes sound, wellinformed, and objective decisions;
perceives the impact and implications of
decisions; commits to action, even in
uncertain situations, to accomplish
organizational goals; causes changes

DOT

Department of Transportation

DOT

Department of Transportation

DOT EA

Department of Transportation Enterprise
Architecture

DOT EA

Department of Transportation Enterprise
Architecture

IT Project Management competency; align
Enterprise
Architecture project architecture with FEA and DOT
EA; Review TRM, BRM, and determine fit
or gap with project architecture

IT Project Management competency; align
Enterprise
Architecture project architecture with FEA and DOT
EA; Review TRM, BRM, and determine fit
or gap with project architecture

Execution

Knowledge level at which personnel have
the ability to explain and apply

Execution

Knowledge level at which personnel have
the ability to explain and apply

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

FAA AMS

Federal Aviation Administration’s
Acquisition Management System

FAA AMS

Federal Aviation Administration’s
Acquisition Management System

FAA SEMP

Federal Aviation Administration’s Systems
Engineering Management Plan

FAA SEMP

Federal Aviation Administration’s Systems
Engineering Management Plan

FEA

Federal Enterprise Architecture

FEA

Federal Enterprise Architecture

Flexibility

General competency; is open to change
and new information; adapts behavior or
work methods in response to new
information, changing conditions, or
unexpected obstacles; effectively deals
with ambiguity

Flexibility

General competency; is open to change
and new information; adapts behavior or
work methods in response to new
information, changing conditions, or
unexpected obstacles; effectively deals
with ambiguity

GAO

General Accounting Office

GAO

General Accounting Office

HR

Human Resources

HR

Human Resources
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Human
Resources
Management

Project Management competency;
effectively use people or projects;
perform organizational planning, staff
acquisition, and team development

IDP

Individual Development Plan

IDP

Individual Development Plan

Information
Management

IT Project Management competency;
identify a need for and know where or
how to gather information; organize and
maintain information or information
management systems

Information
Management

IT Project Management competency;
identify a need for and know where or
how to gather information; organize and
maintain information or information
management systems

Information
Technology
Performance
Assessment

IT Project Management competency;
assess the effectiveness and practicality
of information technology systems (e.g.,
surveys, system performance
measures)

Information
Technology
Performance
Assessment

IT Project Management competency;
assess the effectiveness and practicality
of information technology systems (e.g.,
surveys, system performance
measures)

Information
Technology
Security and
Privacy

IT Project Management competency;
ensure adequate security and privacy
plans are developed and implemented

Information
Technology
Security and
Privacy

IT Project Management competency;
ensure adequate security and privacy
plans are developed and implemented

Infrastructure
Design

IT Project Management competency;
oversee the development and
management of architecture and
typology of software, hardware, and
networks, including LANS, WANS, and
telecommunications systems, their
components and associated protocols
and standards, and how they operate
and integrate with one another and with
associated controlling software

Infrastructure
Design

IT Project Management competency;
oversee the development and
management of architecture and
typology of software, hardware, and
networks, including LANS, WANS, and
telecommunications systems, their
components and associated protocols
and standards, and how they operate
and integrate with one another and with
associated controlling software

Integration
Management

Project Management competency;
coordinate all aspects of the project to
meet project goals successfully; develop
and execute project plans; manage
change control processes

Integration
Management

Project Management competency;
coordinate all aspects of the project to
meet project goals successfully; develop
and execute project plans; manage
change control processes
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Project Management competency;
effectively use people or projects;
perform organizational planning, staff
acquisition, and team development

Appendix a

Human
Resources
Management

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Interpersonal
Skills

General competency; shows
understanding, friendliness, courtesy,
tact, empathy, concern, and politeness
to others, develops and maintains
effective relationships with others, may
include effectively dealing with
individuals who are difficult, hostile, or
distressed; relates well to people from
varied backgrounds and different
situations; is sensitive to cultural
diversity, race, gender, disabilities, and
other individual differences.

Interpersonal
Skills

General competency; shows
understanding, friendliness, courtesy,
tact, empathy, concern, and politeness
to others, develops and maintains
effective relationships with others, may
include effectively dealing with
individuals who are difficult, hostile, or
distressed; relates well to people from
varied backgrounds and different
situations; is sensitive to cultural
diversity, race, gender, disabilities, and
other individual differences.

IT

Information Technology

IT

Information Technology

KSAs

Knowledge, skills, and abilities/
competencies

KSAs

Knowledge, skills, and abilities/
competencies

LANS

Local Area Networks

LANS

Local Area Networks

Leadership

General competency; influences,
motivates, and challenges others;
adapts leadership styles to a variety of
situations

Leadership

General competency; influences,
motivates, and challenges others;
adapts leadership styles to a variety of
situations

Legal,
Government
and
Jurisprudence

General competency; knowledge of
laws, legal codes, court procedures,
precedents, legal practices and
documents, Government regulations,
Executive orders, agency rules,
Government organization and
functions, and the democratic political
process

Legal,
Government
and
Jurisprudence

General competency; knowledge of
laws, legal codes, court procedures,
precedents, legal practices and
documents, Government regulations,
Executive orders, agency rules,
Government organization and
functions, and the democratic political
process

Mastery

Knowledge level at which personnel
have the ability to teach, coach, and/or
mentor; and have the ability to evolve
and improve the discipline

Mastery

Knowledge level at which personnel
have the ability to teach, coach, and/or
mentor; and have the ability to evolve
and improve the discipline

NAS

National Airspace System

NAS

National Airspace System

OMB

Office of Management and Budget

OMB

Office of Management and Budget
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OMB exhibit
300

Project Business Case directed by the
Office of Management and Budget
Circular A-11

OMB exhibit
300

Project Business Case directed by the
Office of Management and Budget
Circular A-11

OMB exhibit 53

Portfolio listing/prioritization of projects
directed by the Office of Management
and Budget Circular A-11

OMB exhibit 53

Portfolio listing/prioritization of projects
directed by the Office of Management
and Budget Circular A-11

OPM

Office of Personnel Management

OPM

Office of Personnel Management

OPM ECQ

Office of Personnel Management
Executive Core Qualifications

OPM ECQ

Office of Personnel Management
Executive Core Qualifications

General competency; knows the
organization’s mission and functions,
and how its social, political, and
technological systems work and
operates effectively within them; this
includes the programs, policies,
procedures, rules, and regulations of
the organization

PDU

General competency; expresses
Oral
Communication information (e.g., ideas or facts) to
individuals or a group effectively,
taking into account the audience and
nature of the information (e.g.,
technical, sensitive, controversial);
makes clear and convincing oral
presentations; listens to others, attends
to nonverbal cues, and responds
appropriately
Organizational
Awareness

General competency; knows the
organization’s mission and functions,
and how its social, political, and
technological systems work and
operates effectively within them; this
includes the programs, policies,
procedures, rules, and regulations of
the organization

Professional Developmental Units

PDU

Professional Developmental Units

PM

Project Management

PM

Project Management

PMI

Project Management Institute

PMI

Project Management Institute

PMI OPM3

Project Management Institute’s
Organizational Project Management
Maturity Model

PMI OPM3

Project Management Institute’s
Organizational Project Management
Maturity Model
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General competency; expresses
Oral
Communication information (e.g., ideas or facts) to
individuals or a group effectively,
taking into account the audience and
nature of the information (e.g.,
technical, sensitive, controversial);
makes clear and convincing oral
presentations; listens to others, attends
to nonverbal cues, and responds
appropriately

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

PMI
PMBOK®

Project Management Institute’s Project
Management Body of Knowledge Guide

PMI
PMBOK®

Project Management Institute’s Project
Management Body of Knowledge Guide

PMI PMCDF

Project Management Institute’s Project
Manager Competency Development
Framework

PMI PMCDF

Project Management Institute’s Project
Manager Competency Development
Framework

PMI PMP

Project Management Institute Program
Management Professional

PMI PMP

Project Management Institute Program
Management Professional

Portfolio

A group of related programs managed in a
coordinated way, linked strategically;
usually includes an element of continuing
work

Portfolio

A group of related programs managed in a
coordinated way, linked strategically;
usually includes an element of continuing
work

Prerequisite

Member of a capital investment project
team who does not hold a leadership
position but who supports the project by
providing a specific skill or expertise (e.g.
systems engineering)

Prerequisite

Member of a capital investment project
team who does not hold a leadership
position but who supports the project by
providing a specific skill or expertise (e.g.
systems engineering)

Proficient

Performance level at which personnel
have partially demonstrated the ability to
apply (limited scale or limited proficiency)

Proficient

Performance level at which personnel
have partially demonstrated the ability to
apply (limited scale or limited proficiency)

Program

A group of related projects managed in a
coordinated way; usually include an
element of continuing work

Program

A group of related projects managed in a
coordinated way; usually include an
element of continuing work

Program
Manager

Head of an organization within a line
service unit responsible for a collection of
related programs and projects with some
common feature or goal that warrants their
collective management

Program
Manager

Head of an organization within a line
service unit responsible for a collection of
related programs and projects with some
common feature or goal that warrants their
collective management

Project

A temporary endeavor taken to create a
unique product, service or result

Project

A temporary endeavor taken to create a
unique product, service or result

The application of knowledge, skills, tools,
Project
Management and techniques to project activities to
meet project requirements
Project
Manager

111

Manager of a capital investment project(s)
who oversees the development and

The application of knowledge, skills, tools,
Project
Management and techniques to project activities to
meet project requirements
Project
Manager

111

Manager of a capital investment project(s)
who oversees the development and

delivery of a unique product. Projects
typically have life-cycle costs of less than
$150 M

delivery of a unique product. Projects
typically have life-cycle costs of less than
$150 M
Project
Manager
Major

Manager of a capital investment project or
product line that typically has one or more
of the following characteristics: Life-cycle
costs of $150 M or more; mission critical;
integral part of the FAA’s modernization
blueprint; is a financial, e-gov, or ebusiness system; requires an OMB exhibit
53 or 300.

Portfolio
Manager/
Executive

Vice President of a line service unit
responsible for linking organizational
strategies and priorities and making
economic decisions on the use of
organizational resources

Portfolio
Manager/
Executive

Vice President of a line service unit
responsible for linking organizational
strategies and priorities and making
economic decisions on the use of
organizational resources

PPMCP

Project/Program Management Career
Path

PPMCP

Project/Program Management Career
Path

Problem
Solving

General competency; identifies problems;
determines accuracy and relevance of
information; uses sound judgment to
generate and evaluate alternatives, and to
make recommendations

Problem
Solving

General competency; identifies problems;
determines accuracy and relevance of
information; uses sound judgment to
generate and evaluate alternatives, and to
make recommendations

Procurement Project Management competency;
Management oversee procurement planning for project;
follow department acquisition policies and
procedures; oversee solicitation, source
selection, contract administration, and
contract closeout

Procurement Project Management competency;
Management oversee procurement planning for project;
follow department acquisition policies and
procedures; oversee solicitation, source
selection, contract administration, and
contract closeout

Project Management competency; define
Quality
Management project quality standards aligned with
program standards and stakeholder
requirements; perform quality planning,
quality assurance, and quality control
against performance standards

Project Management competency; define
Quality
Management project quality standards aligned with
program standards and stakeholder
requirements; perform quality planning,
quality assurance, and quality control
against performance standards
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Manager of a capital investment project or
product line that typically has one or more
of the following characteristics: Life-cycle
costs of $150 M or more; mission critical;
integral part of the FAA’s modernization
blueprint; is a financial, e-gov, or ebusiness system; requires an OMB exhibit
53 or 300.
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Project
Manager
Major

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Reasoning

General competency; identifies rules,
principles, or relationships that explain
facts, data, or other information; analyzes
information and makes correct inferences
or draws accurate conclusions

Reasoning

General competency; identifies rules,
principles, or relationships that explain
facts, data, or other information; analyzes
information and makes correct inferences
or draws accurate conclusions

RFP

Request for Proposal

RFP

Request for Proposal

Project Manager competency; identify and
Risk
Management analyze qualitative and quantitative risks;
manage risk response planning and risk
monitoring and control

Project Manager competency; identify and
Risk
Management analyze qualitative and quantitative risks;
manage risk response planning and risk
monitoring and control

Project Management competency;
Scope
Management determine and prioritize requirements
based on project goals and objectives
working with stakeholders; define, verify,
control, and change project scope and
requirements

Project Management competency;
Scope
Management determine and prioritize requirements
based on project goals and objectives
working with stakeholders; define, verify,
control, and change project scope and
requirements

SME

Subject Matter Expert

SME

Subject Matter Expert

SOW

Statement of Work

SOW

Statement of Work

Subject
Matter
Expert

Performance level at which personnel
have fully demonstrated the ability to
apply

Subject
Matter
Expert

Performance level at which personnel
have fully demonstrated the ability to
apply

SWOT

SWOT is an acronym for the four
elements that make up an analysis tool.
The four elements are Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats.
The SWOT analysis tool provides a
“snapshot” of a project at a point in time

SWOT

SWOT is an acronym for the four
elements that make up an analysis tool.
The four elements are Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats.
The SWOT analysis tool provides a
“snapshot” of a project at a point in time

Systems Life IT Project Management competency;
utilize systems life cycle management
Cycle
concepts to plan, develop, implement,
operate, and maintain information systems

Systems Life IT Project Management competency;
utilize systems life cycle management
Cycle
concepts to plan, develop, implement,
operate, and maintain information systems
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Team
Building

General competency; inspires, motivates,
and guides others toward goal
accomplishments. Consistently develops
and sustains cooperative working
relationships. Encourages and facilitates
cooperation within the organizational and
with customer groups, fosters
commitment, team spirit, pride, trust.
Develops leadership in others through
coaching, mentoring, rewarding and
guiding employees.

Technology
Awareness

IT Project Management competency;
make appropriate use of new
developments and applications of
information technology (hardware,
software, telecommunications), emerging
technologies and their applications to
business processes, and applications and
implementation of information systems to
meet organizational requirements

Technology
Awareness

IT Project Management competency;
make appropriate use of new
developments and applications of
information technology (hardware,
software, telecommunications), emerging
technologies and their applications to
business processes, and applications and
implementation of information systems to
meet organizational requirements

Project Management competency;
Time
Management develop project Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS) and detailed plan

Project Management competency;
Time
Management develop project Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS) and detailed plan

TRM

Technical Reference Model

TRM

Technical Reference Model

Understand

Knowledge level at which personnel have
the ability to explain to others

Understand

Knowledge level at which personnel have
the ability to explain to others

WANS

Wide Area Networks

WANS

Wide Area Networks

WBS

Work Breakdown Schedule

WBS

Work Breakdown Schedule

Writing

General competency; recognizes or uses
correct English grammar, punctuation, and
spelling; communicates information (e.g.,
facts, ideas, or messages) in a succinct
and organized manner; produces written
information, which may include technical
material, that that is appropriate for
intended audience.

Writing

General competency; recognizes or uses
correct English grammar, punctuation, and
spelling; communicates information (e.g.,
facts, ideas, or messages) in a succinct
and organized manner; produces written
information, which may include technical
material, that that is appropriate for
intended audience.
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General competency; inspires, motivates,
and guides others toward goal
accomplishments. Consistently develops
and sustains cooperative working
relationships. Encourages and facilitates
cooperation within the organizational and
with customer groups, fosters
commitment, team spirit, pride, trust.
Develops leadership in others through
coaching, mentoring, rewarding and
guiding employees.
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Team
Building

Federal Aviation Administration
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Federal Aviation Administration
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Appendix B: Program Manager
Training

Appendix B: Program Manager
Training

♦

Program/Project Management Overview – Focuses on the
development of software intensive systems and evaluation of their
chance of success, project control, organization studies, earned
value management (EVM), and leadership styles.

♦

Program/Project Management Overview – Focuses on the
development of software intensive systems and evaluation of their
chance of success, project control, organization studies, earned
value management (EVM), and leadership styles.

♦

Introduction to AMS – General introduction to the Acquisition
Management System (AMS) with an overview of the history,
lifecycle phases, policy guidance, and tools for acquisition
management.

♦

Introduction to AMS – General introduction to the Acquisition
Management System (AMS) with an overview of the history,
lifecycle phases, policy guidance, and tools for acquisition
management.

♦

Key Ingredients of System Engineering (SE 4.01) - Provides an
overview of the SE process as defined by the FAA System
Engineering Council. Details the objective, definition, set of
benefits, and a brief description of each of the 12 SE Process
Elements included in the model.

♦

Key Ingredients of System Engineering (SE 4.01) - Provides an
overview of the SE process as defined by the FAA System
Engineering Council. Details the objective, definition, set of
benefits, and a brief description of each of the 12 SE Process
Elements included in the model.

♦

Introduction to Programmatic Risk Management (SE 4.10) –
Addresses the needs of individuals involved in project or program
management across the agency, particularly performing system
engineers, project engineers, program managers and IPT/PT
members. Introduces the FAA programmatic risk model.

♦

Introduction to Programmatic Risk Management (SE 4.10) –
Addresses the needs of individuals involved in project or program
management across the agency, particularly performing system
engineers, project engineers, program managers and IPT/PT
members. Introduces the FAA programmatic risk model.

♦

Contracting Officer’s Technical Representative Training –
Provides an overview of the COTR role and authority in the
acquisition process; prepares the COTR to assist the contracting
officer (CO) with processing changes, equitable adjustments,
claims, disputes, and awards.

♦

Contracting Officer’s Technical Representative Training –
Provides an overview of the COTR role and authority in the
acquisition process; prepares the COTR to assist the contracting
officer (CO) with processing changes, equitable adjustments,
claims, disputes, and awards.

♦

Leadership Development and Labor Relations (equivalent to LDP,
phase 1) – NEED COURSE DESCRIPTION

♦

Leadership Development and Labor Relations (equivalent to LDP,
phase 1) – NEED COURSE DESCRIPTION

♦

Human Factors Awareness CBI – Understand the definition,
scope, objectives, and methods of Human Factors Engineering.

♦

Human Factors Awareness CBI – Understand the definition,
scope, objectives, and methods of Human Factors Engineering.

♦

Fundamentals of AMS (FAMS) – Introduces the concepts, scope,
and application of FAA’s Acquisition Management System (AMS)
by examining policy, guidance, processes, organizational
structure, resource allocation, procurement processes, and critical
functional disciplines.

♦

Fundamentals of AMS (FAMS) – Introduces the concepts, scope,
and application of FAA’s Acquisition Management System (AMS)
by examining policy, guidance, processes, organizational
structure, resource allocation, procurement processes, and critical
functional disciplines.

♦

Using the NAS Architecture Workshop – Teaches students the
basics of how to use the NAS Architecture.

♦

Using the NAS Architecture Workshop – Teaches students the
basics of how to use the NAS Architecture.
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Available training courses:

Appendix B

Available training courses:

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

♦

(Federal) Appropriations Law – Provides a comprehensive
overview of federal appropriations law for managers involved in
transactions on behalf of the government.

♦

(Federal) Appropriations Law – Provides a comprehensive
overview of federal appropriations law for managers involved in
transactions on behalf of the government.

♦

ISS for Systems Engineers (SE 4.08B) - Aimed at performing
system engineers, project engineers, program managers and IPT/
PT members who need to implement ISS. Provides insight into
the Certification & Authorization (C&A) process.

♦

ISS for Systems Engineers (SE 4.08B) - Aimed at performing
system engineers, project engineers, program managers and IPT/
PT members who need to implement ISS. Provides insight into
the Certification & Authorization (C&A) process.

♦

Introduction to COTS Risk Management Workshop (SE 4.10C) –
Follow up to Introduction to Programmatic Risk Management, and
addresses the needs of performing system engineers, project
managers, and IPT/PT members engaged in acquiring new and
supporting already fielded COTS-based systems.

♦

Introduction to COTS Risk Management Workshop (SE 4.10C) –
Follow up to Introduction to Programmatic Risk Management, and
addresses the needs of performing system engineers, project
managers, and IPT/PT members engaged in acquiring new and
supporting already fielded COTS-based systems.

♦

Earned Value Management – Introduces students to tasks
associated with EVM using an integrated management system
that coordinates work, scope, schedule & cost goals.

♦

Earned Value Management – Introduces students to tasks
associated with EVM using an integrated management system
that coordinates work, scope, schedule & cost goals.

♦

Requirements Development Workshop (SE 4.03) – Teaches
students to be able to development and write good requirements.

♦

Requirements Development Workshop (SE 4.03) – Teaches
students to be able to development and write good requirements.

♦

CAPM examination preparatory training - Teaches students the
generally accepted knowledge and practices in the field of project
management and provides a common lexicon within the
profession.

♦

CAPM examination preparatory training - Teaches students the
generally accepted knowledge and practices in the field of project
management and provides a common lexicon within the
profession.

♦

Capitol Hill Workshop – Explores the dynamics of Congressional
operations and how Congress relates to other governmental and
non-governmental players in the legislative and budget process
and politics. Focuses on salient legislation and budget of concern
to the aviation community, as well as the major players and
personalities involved.

♦

Capitol Hill Workshop – Explores the dynamics of Congressional
operations and how Congress relates to other governmental and
non-governmental players in the legislative and budget process
and politics. Focuses on salient legislation and budget of concern
to the aviation community, as well as the major players and
personalities involved.

♦

Strategic Labor Relations – Teaches managers an understanding
of how to deal effectively with labor union representatives in the
post-partnership era.

♦

Strategic Labor Relations – Teaches managers an understanding
of how to deal effectively with labor union representatives in the
post-partnership era.

♦

Executive Media Techniques – Provides constructive tools and
advice to effectively respond to reporters, and coaches
participants via applied practice sessions.

♦

Executive Media Techniques – Provides constructive tools and
advice to effectively respond to reporters, and coaches
participants via applied practice sessions.

♦

OMB Exhibit 300 – Explains what OMB X300 is, its importance,
how it is used; the process and schedule; overall grading criteria
and interdependencies; training on each criteria and specific
guidance on how to successfully complete the Exhibit.

♦

OMB Exhibit 300 – Explains what OMB X300 is, its importance,
how it is used; the process and schedule; overall grading criteria
and interdependencies; training on each criteria and specific
guidance on how to successfully complete the Exhibit.

♦

Managers Essentials – Provides high-level overview of human
resource and administrative topics, along with the fundamental
knowledge and skills necessary for managers to make effective
human resource management decisions.

♦

Managers Essentials – Provides high-level overview of human
resource and administrative topics, along with the fundamental
knowledge and skills necessary for managers to make effective
human resource management decisions.
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♦

Leadership Development Program, Phase II – Designed for
experienced supervisors who have completed Leadership
Development and Labor Relations (equivalent to LDP, phase 1).
Participants apply basic concepts of dealing with changes in the
current FAA environment, develop additional skills, and build
effective work relationships.

♦

Leadership Development Program, Phase II – Designed for
experienced supervisors who have completed Leadership
Development and Labor Relations (equivalent to LDP, phase 1).
Participants apply basic concepts of dealing with changes in the
current FAA environment, develop additional skills, and build
effective work relationships.

♦

Requirements Management Workshop - Teaches students to
manage operational and system requirements.

♦

Requirements Management Workshop - Teaches students to
manage operational and system requirements.

♦

PMP examination preparatory training – Teaches students the
generally accepted knowledge and practices in the field of project
management and provides a common lexicon within the
profession. Addresses all project management component
processes and knowledge areas.

♦

PMP examination preparatory training – Teaches students the
generally accepted knowledge and practices in the field of project
management and provides a common lexicon within the
profession. Addresses all project management component
processes and knowledge areas.
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Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Administration

Appendix C: Knowledge Areas by
Management Levels

Appendix C: Knowledge Areas by
Management Levels

Appendix C is an at-a-glance reference, diagramming
knowledge areas by knowledge and performance levels
across the program management career path.

Appendix C is an at-a-glance reference, diagramming
knowledge areas by knowledge and performance levels
across the program management career path.

You will recall, FAA has adapted PMI’s nine knowledge
areas, adding two FAA-specific areas:

You will recall, FAA has adapted PMI’s nine knowledge
areas, adding two FAA-specific areas:

• Product Development, Technical, System Engineering

• Product Development, Technical, System Engineering

(FAA specific)
• In-service (Product Support Logistics) Management
• Integration
• Procurement
• Cost
• Time
• Risk
• Quality
• Communications
• Scope
• Human Resources

(FAA specific)
• In-service (Product Support Logistics) Management
• Integration
• Procurement
• Cost
• Time
• Risk
• Quality
• Communications
• Scope
• Human Resources

This reference allows employees to self assess
knowledge areas and determine needed training or
experiences to gain a higher level.

This reference allows employees to self assess
knowledge areas and determine needed training or
experiences to gain a higher level.
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Knowledge levels are differentiated in the following ways:
Awareness—the ability to describe
Understand—the ability to explain to others
Execution—the ability to explain and apply
Mastery—the ability to teach, coach, and/or
mentor; the ability to evolve and improve the
discipline

Knowledge levels are differentiated in the following ways:
Awareness—the ability to describe
Understand—the ability to explain to others
Execution—the ability to explain and apply
Mastery—the ability to teach, coach, and/or
mentor; the ability to evolve and improve the
discipline

Performance levels are differentiated in the following
ways:
Basic– Minimal demonstration of ability to apply
Capable—Partial demonstration of ability to apply
(Limited scale or limited proficiency)
Proficient—Full demonstration of ability to apply
Subject Matter Expert—Recognized expert in the
ability to apply

Performance levels are differentiated in the following
ways:
Basic– Minimal demonstration of ability to apply
Capable—Partial demonstration of ability to apply
(Limited scale or limited proficiency)
Proficient—Full demonstration of ability to apply
Subject Matter Expert—Recognized expert in the
ability to apply

Symbol

Awareness

1

Understand

Performance
Level

Each knowledge level is labeled and uses the following
keys:
Knowledge
Level

Symbol

Basic

Awareness

1

Basic

2

Capable

Understand

2

Capable

Execution

3

Proficient

Execution

3

Proficient

Mastery

4

SME

Mastery

4

SME

Symbol

120

Performance
Level

Symbol

120
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Knowledge
Level

Appendix C

Each knowledge level is labeled and uses the following
keys:
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3
3

2
2
2

Procedures for conduct of trade studies

3

3

3
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3
3

2
2
2

Procedures for conduct of trade studies

3

3

3

2

2

2

2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2

Knowledge Levels
Reliability/maintainability/availability
engineering life cycle (supportability)
engineering
Technical requirements process
Configuration management process
Process of managing product interface
Fundamentals of conducting trade studies
Process of functional analysis
Processes involved in integrated technical
planning
Processes involved in quality engineering
Processes involved in validation and
verification
Life cycle (supportability) engineering process
Requirements process (specification
development)
Interface management process

3

3

3

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Product Development, Technical, System Engineering

3

3

3

2

2

2

2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2

Knowledge Levels
Reliability/maintainability/availability
engineering life cycle (supportability)
engineering
Technical requirements process
Configuration management process
Process of managing product interface
Fundamentals of conducting trade studies
Process of functional analysis
Processes involved in integrated technical
planning
Processes involved in quality engineering
Processes involved in validation and
verification
Life cycle (supportability) engineering process
Requirements process (specification
development)
Interface management process

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Product Development, Technical, System Engineering

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

3

3

2
2
2

3
3

2
2

3
3

3

2
2

122
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3

3

2
2
2

3
3

2
2

3
3

3

2
2

* It is desirable for the portfolio manager to be an expert, but more importantly to understand what various experts
need to do.

Functional analysis process
Integrated technical planning process
Application of reliability/maintainability/
availability engineering
Quality engineering process
Procedures for conduct of validation and
verification
Directing reliability/maintainability/availability
engineering
Application of the requirements process to
multiple projects
Reliability/maintainability/availability
engineering
Conduct of validation and verification efforts
FAA systems engineering process *
FAA systems engineering organization *

* It is desirable for the portfolio manager to be an expert, but more importantly to understand what various experts
need to do.

Functional analysis process
Integrated technical planning process
Application of reliability/maintainability/
availability engineering
Quality engineering process
Procedures for conduct of validation and
verification
Directing reliability/maintainability/availability
engineering
Application of the requirements process to
multiple projects
Reliability/maintainability/availability
engineering
Conduct of validation and verification efforts
FAA systems engineering process *
FAA systems engineering organization *
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Program
Manager

Portfolio
Manager/
Exectutive

123

Seek appropriate engineering input on
technical issues and to use the results in
programmatic decision-making and
performance assessment and to properly
task development efforts
Manage configuration across multiple
projects
Manage interface among multiple products
Manage validation and verification efforts
Coordinate the efforts of project system
engineering personnel matrixed into
multiple project within the program

Utilize engineering input on technical
issues related to programmatic
performance and to properly task
development efforts

PERFORMANCE LEVELS
Communicate with engineering personnel
on technical issues related to
programmatic performance

Project
Project
Manager
Prerequisite Mananger Major

Program
Manager

Portfolio
Manager/
Exectutive

Product Development, Technical, System Engineering

Seek appropriate engineering input on
technical issues and to use the results in
programmatic decision-making and
performance assessment and to properly
task development efforts
Manage configuration across multiple
projects
Manage interface among multiple products
Manage validation and verification efforts
Coordinate the efforts of project system
engineering personnel matrixed into
multiple project within the program

Utilize engineering input on technical
issues related to programmatic
performance and to properly task
development efforts

PERFORMANCE LEVELS
Communicate with engineering personnel
on technical issues related to
programmatic performance

Project
Project
Manager
Prerequisite Mananger Major

Product Development, Technical, System Engineering

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

Ensure organizational support of projects
and programs from the technical subject
matter experts in product development and
systems engineering
Demonstrate knowledge and performance
in the product development, technical & SE
disciplines even though not a subject
matter expert

Ensure organizational support of projects
and programs from the technical subject
matter experts in product development and
systems engineering
Demonstrate knowledge and performance
in the product development, technical & SE
disciplines even though not a subject
matter expert
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124

125

2
2

2
2

2
2

2

3
3
3

2
2
2

125

Development of support equipment
requirements
Development of a maintenance concept
Development of spares/logistics support
requirements

Knowledge Levels
Development of facilities requirements
Processes for determining packaging, handling,
storage, transportation requirements
Processes for determining support equipment
requirements
Process of developing a maintenance concept
Process of determining spares/logistics support
needs
Process of developing technical data
Requirements process for computer system
support
Process for developing training support

2
2

2
2

2
2

2

3
3
3

2
2
2

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
2

In-service (Product Support Logistics) Management

Development of support equipment
requirements
Development of a maintenance concept
Development of spares/logistics support
requirements

Knowledge Levels
Development of facilities requirements
Processes for determining packaging, handling,
storage, transportation requirements
Processes for determining support equipment
requirements
Process of developing a maintenance concept
Process of determining spares/logistics support
needs
Process of developing technical data
Requirements process for computer system
support
Process for developing training support

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
2

In-service (Product Support Logistics) Management

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

3
3

2
2
3
3
3

4

4

126
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3
3

2

3
3
3

4

4

* The portfolio manager must have knowledge and skill in these areas even though not a subject matter expert.

Development and validation/verification of
technical data
Development and deployment of training
support
Product and product support schedules
Development of life cycle cost analyses
Development of operational analysis processes
FAA life cycle management policies *
FAA in-service support organization and
responsibilities *

2

* The portfolio manager must have knowledge and skill in these areas even though not a subject matter expert.

Development and validation/verification of
technical data
Development and deployment of training
support
Product and product support schedules
Development of life cycle cost analyses
Development of operational analysis processes
FAA life cycle management policies *
FAA in-service support organization and
responsibilities *
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127
127

Harmonize product and product support
schedules

Communicate with product support personnel to
assure that requirements are reflected in
program planning
Utilize product support input related to
programmatic cost and schedule performance
and to properly task and integrate support
development efforts
Direct product support efforts and to utilize
product support input related to programmatic
cost and schedule performance
Integrate support development efforts with
product development effort
Develop product maintenance concept
Provide reliability and maintainability
Address training and training equipment needs

Performance Levels

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

In-service (Product Support Logistics) Management

Harmonize product and product support
schedules

Communicate with product support personnel to
assure that requirements are reflected in
program planning
Utilize product support input related to
programmatic cost and schedule performance
and to properly task and integrate support
development efforts
Direct product support efforts and to utilize
product support input related to programmatic
cost and schedule performance
Integrate support development efforts with
product development effort
Develop product maintenance concept
Provide reliability and maintainability
Address training and training equipment needs

Performance Levels

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

In-service (Product Support Logistics) Management

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

Assure life cycle cost influences product
development
Collect, analyze and apply operational analysis
data
Ensure that product designs are influenced for
supportability and cost of ownership
Ensure proper logistics support is acquired and
deployed
Ensure that in-service assets are supported

Appendix C

Assure life cycle cost influences product
development
Collect, analyze and apply operational analysis
data
Ensure that product designs are influenced for
supportability and cost of ownership
Ensure proper logistics support is acquired and
deployed
Ensure that in-service assets are supported
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129
129

1

Inputs and outputs for integrated change
control

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

Knowledge Levels
Content of an effective business case
Outputs of project initiation (e.g. Requirements
Correlation)

Tools/techniques for conducting change
control
Tools/techniques utilized for executing the
project plan
Tools/techniques for development of the
project plan
Tools/techniques utilized for initiating/
appraising projects
Top level PM processes, practices, and output
products
Generalized PM methodologies and tools
Capturing and using lessons learned
Initial project feasibility study/analysis and
tradeoffs

2

2

2

2

2

2

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
1

Integration

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

Inputs and outputs for integrated change
control
Tools/techniques for conducting change
control
Tools/techniques utilized for executing the
project plan
Tools/techniques for development of the
project plan
Tools/techniques utilized for initiating/
appraising projects
Top level PM processes, practices, and output
products
Generalized PM methodologies and tools
Capturing and using lessons learned
Initial project feasibility study/analysis and
tradeoffs

1

Knowledge Levels
Content of an effective business case
Outputs of project initiation (e.g. Requirements
Correlation)

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
1

Integration

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

Content of an effective business case
Tools/techniques utilized for project closure
Tools/techniques utilized for conducting
integrated change control (includes cost/
schedule/performance tradeoffs)
Project plan execution and required decisions
Tools/techniques utilized for development of
the project plan including cost/schedule/
performance tradeoffs
Requirements/specification/ expectations/
information
FAA strategic planning
Requirements analysis methods
PM processes/practices/outputs,
methodologies, tools
Project planning process and business case
development
Effective communication techniques
Interviewing techniques and facilitating
techniques

Appendix C

Content of an effective business case
Tools/techniques utilized for project closure
Tools/techniques utilized for conducting
integrated change control (includes cost/
schedule/performance tradeoffs)
Project plan execution and required decisions
Tools/techniques utilized for development of
the project plan including cost/schedule/
performance tradeoffs
Requirements/specification/ expectations/
information
FAA strategic planning
Requirements analysis methods
PM processes/practices/outputs,
methodologies, tools
Project planning process and business case
development
Effective communication techniques
Interviewing techniques and facilitating
techniques
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130
130

2

2
2

2
2

2

2
2

2
2

4

4
4

4

4
4
4

4

4
4

4

4
4
4

131
131

Business Case and portfolio summary

4

4
4
4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
4
4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Integration
Knowledge Levels (Continued)
Analysis techniques and negotiating
techniques
Decision-making techniques
Extrapolating trends to the control limits
Preventive actions/modifications to project
plan
Criteria for development of effective business
cases
Process for managing activities of multiple
project managers
Techniques for prioritizing projects within a
program
Attributes of an effective project management
culture
Development of stakeholder management
strategies

Business Case and portfolio summary

Knowledge Levels (Continued)
Analysis techniques and negotiating
techniques
Decision-making techniques
Extrapolating trends to the control limits
Preventive actions/modifications to project
plan
Criteria for development of effective business
cases
Process for managing activities of multiple
project managers
Techniques for prioritizing projects within a
program
Attributes of an effective project management
culture
Development of stakeholder management
strategies

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Integration

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

Techniques for alignment of organizational
strategies across the project and programs
within the portfolio
Techniques for establishing priorities for
resource allocation across multiple programs
and projects
Techniques for effective stakeholder
management
Techniques for establishing effective project
culture

Techniques for alignment of organizational
strategies across the project and programs
within the portfolio
Techniques for establishing priorities for
resource allocation across multiple programs
and projects
Techniques for effective stakeholder
management
Techniques for establishing effective project
culture
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132

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

133

Performance Levels
Assist in developing/updating a business case
Convert requirements and strategies into
project actions
Update project plans
Conduct performance reporting
Determine project stakeholders and project
relationships
Determine need for project plan changes and
initiate them
Determine constraints and assumptions
Conduct cost/benefit and SWOT analyses
Determine project success criteria
Convert requirements and strategies into
project plans and a business case
Develop project-related product/service
descriptions

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Integration

Performance Levels
Assist in developing/updating a business case
Convert requirements and strategies into
project actions
Update project plans
Conduct performance reporting
Determine project stakeholders and project
relationships
Determine need for project plan changes and
initiate them
Determine constraints and assumptions
Conduct cost/benefit and SWOT analyses
Determine project success criteria
Convert requirements and strategies into
project plans and a business case
Develop project-related product/service
descriptions

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Integration

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

133

Document/implement procedures to process

Appendix C

Document lessons learned from project
integration to include analysis of causes and
reasons for selecting courses of action
Select corrective action for negative impacts
Determine whether variances from plan
require action
Utilize powers/responsibilities of change
control board
Utilize configuration management procedures
Use communication equipment, tools, and
programs
Utilize PM information systems to provide
information
Facilitate meetings
Gather, assemble, and integrate information
Apply appropriate practices/methodologies
Manage stakeholder service expectations
Manage in-service transition
Analyze variances

Document/implement procedures to process

Document lessons learned from project
integration to include analysis of causes and
reasons for selecting courses of action
Select corrective action for negative impacts
Determine whether variances from plan
require action
Utilize powers/responsibilities of change
control board
Utilize configuration management procedures
Use communication equipment, tools, and
programs
Utilize PM information systems to provide
information
Facilitate meetings
Gather, assemble, and integrate information
Apply appropriate practices/methodologies
Manage stakeholder service expectations
Manage in-service transition
Analyze variances
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134
134

135
135

Allocate program resources among projects/
products

Performance Levels (Continued)
Complete project plan modifications
Orchestrate resources and make allocation
decisions
Know products/services & have ability to
monitor/react
Assure effective project business case
developed
Ensure development of effective business
cases
Coordinate the activities of multiple project
managers
Develop and maintain program level baselines
Evaluate benefit/cost analyses across the
program
Prioritize project business cases within the
program

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Integration

Allocate program resources among projects/
products

Performance Levels (Continued)
Complete project plan modifications
Orchestrate resources and make allocation
decisions
Know products/services & have ability to
monitor/react
Assure effective project business case
developed
Ensure development of effective business
cases
Coordinate the activities of multiple project
managers
Develop and maintain program level baselines
Evaluate benefit/cost analyses across the
program
Prioritize project business cases within the
program

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Integration

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

136
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Ensure in-service products satisfy customer
requirements
Create the appropriate project management
culture
Manage stakeholder expectations across the
program
Initiate and terminating project activity as
appropriate
Ensure development of effective business
cases
Develop product line vision/policy for the
portfolio
Identify business drivers across the portfolio
Align portfolio objectives with organizational
strategies
Align project/program objectives with portfolio
objectives
Ensure consistent portfolio SWOT analyses
Evaluate benefit/cost analyses across the
portfolio

Ensure functional support of project activities

Ensure in-service products satisfy customer
requirements
Create the appropriate project management
culture
Manage stakeholder expectations across the
program
Initiate and terminating project activity as
appropriate
Ensure development of effective business
cases
Develop product line vision/policy for the
portfolio
Identify business drivers across the portfolio
Align portfolio objectives with organizational
strategies
Align project/program objectives with portfolio
objectives
Ensure consistent portfolio SWOT analyses
Evaluate benefit/cost analyses across the
portfolio

Ensure functional support of project activities
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136

137

Performance Levels (Continued)
Prioritize project/program business cases
within portfolio
Align resource allocations with portfolio
priorities
Define success criteria for portfolio activities
Manage stakeholder expectations for entire
portfolio
Initiate/terminate project/program activity as
required
Create the appropriate project/program
management culture

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Integration

Performance Levels (Continued)
Prioritize project/program business cases
within portfolio
Align resource allocations with portfolio
priorities
Define success criteria for portfolio activities
Manage stakeholder expectations for entire
portfolio
Initiate/terminate project/program activity as
required
Create the appropriate project/program
management culture

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Integration

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

137
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138
138

139
139

Source selection/contract development
process
Procurement/contract closeout process
Contract/procurement control process
Contract performance process and tools
Contract administration process
Procurement/solicitation planning process
RFP content/format and elements of SOW
Methods for reviewing contractor costs,
schedules, and technical performance levels

Knowledge Levels
Procurement documentation
Procedures for dealing with contractors
Tools/techniques for contract closeout
Contract data requirements procedures
Procurement lessons learned
Contractor/vendor evaluation criteria
Proper interface with contractors

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Procurement

Source selection/contract development
process
Procurement/contract closeout process
Contract/procurement control process
Contract performance process and tools
Contract administration process
Procurement/solicitation planning process
RFP content/format and elements of SOW
Methods for reviewing contractor costs,
schedules, and technical performance levels

Knowledge Levels
Procurement documentation
Procedures for dealing with contractors
Tools/techniques for contract closeout
Contract data requirements procedures
Procurement lessons learned
Contractor/vendor evaluation criteria
Proper interface with contractors

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Procurement

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

Process of developing solicitation materials
Process of developing RFP/SOW content
Responsibilities of serving as a COTR
Role of project manager in contract
negotiations & contractor performance
evaluation
COTR responsibilities and policy for contractor
interface
FAA AMS policy
Acquisition baseline development, approval
and change process
Effective SOW and RFP development
Effective assessment of contractor
performance
Requirements of the FAA AMS
Responsibilities of COTR and criteria for
selection of personnel to become COTR
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Process of developing solicitation materials
Process of developing RFP/SOW content
Responsibilities of serving as a COTR
Role of project manager in contract
negotiations & contractor performance
evaluation
COTR responsibilities and policy for contractor
interface
FAA AMS policy
Acquisition baseline development, approval
and change process
Effective SOW and RFP development
Effective assessment of contractor
performance
Requirements of the FAA AMS
Responsibilities of COTR and criteria for
selection of personnel to become COTR
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140

2

2
2
2

2

2
2
2

4

4
4

4
4

4

4
4

4
4

4

4

4

4

141
141

Assist in developing procurement
Assist in defining contract performance
evaluation criteria
Help define needed changes to contracts
Assist in developing contract deliverable
acceptances
Comply with procedures for interface with
contractors
Document acceptances to contractor and
from customer
Determine completeness of contract files
Develop solicitation materials

Assist in developing Statements of Work
(SOW)

Performance Levels

Project
Prerequisite Manager

Procurement

Assist in developing procurement
Assist in defining contract performance
evaluation criteria
Help define needed changes to contracts
Assist in developing contract deliverable
acceptances
Comply with procedures for interface with
contractors
Document acceptances to contractor and
from customer
Determine completeness of contract files
Develop solicitation materials

Assist in developing Statements of Work
(SOW)

Performance Levels

Project
Prerequisite Manager

Procurement

Project
Manager
Major

Project
Manager
Major

Program
Manager

Program
Manager

Portfolio
Manager/
Executive

Portfolio
Manager/
Executive

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

Define/utilize project payment/invoicing
terms

Conduct solicitation activities to obtain
bids/proposals from prospective sellers for
evaluation

Develop contract change language to
include changes to adapt to changing
technical environment
Conduct bidder/contractor conferences
Assist procurement/contract administration
Verify contract documentation outlining
completion and quality of work results
Perform contract and administrative
closing
Collect procurement lessons learned
Review/approve contractor costs,
schedules, and technical performance
levels
Resolve issues with contractor
performance

Define/utilize project payment/invoicing
terms

Conduct solicitation activities to obtain
bids/proposals from prospective sellers for
evaluation

Develop contract change language to
include changes to adapt to changing
technical environment
Conduct bidder/contractor conferences
Assist procurement/contract administration
Verify contract documentation outlining
completion and quality of work results
Perform contract and administrative
closing
Collect procurement lessons learned
Review/approve contractor costs,
schedules, and technical performance
levels
Resolve issues with contractor
performance
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142
142

143
143

Develop business case & acquisition
strategy

Project
Prerequisite Manager

Procurement

Determine project changes, delays, and
implementation of termination clauses
when appropriate
Conduct/support contract negotiations
Complete payment reviews/approvals
Utilize make-or-buy analysis to identify
which project needs are best met by
procuring products/services
Develop rating/scoring evaluation criteria
for project procurement planning purposes
Implement/communicate established
selection processes and selection criteria
to stakeholders and prospective
contractors to ensure fair competition
Develop acquisition baseline

Performance Levels (Continued)

Develop business case & acquisition
strategy

Determine project changes, delays, and
implementation of termination clauses
when appropriate
Conduct/support contract negotiations
Complete payment reviews/approvals
Utilize make-or-buy analysis to identify
which project needs are best met by
procuring products/services
Develop rating/scoring evaluation criteria
for project procurement planning purposes
Implement/communicate established
selection processes and selection criteria
to stakeholders and prospective
contractors to ensure fair competition
Develop acquisition baseline

Performance Levels (Continued)

Project
Prerequisite Manager

Procurement

Project
Manager
Major

Project
Manager
Major

Program
Manager

Program
Manager

Portfolio
Manager/
Executive

Portfolio
Manager/
Executive

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

Ensure COTS is utilized wherever possible

Be actively involved in developing SOW
and RFP and evaluating contractor
responses and performance
Ensure effective procurement policies are
followed
Ensure acquisition strategies avoid
government risk

Develop contents of RFP/SOW/response
evaluation criteria
Develop a robust business plan
Execute COTR responsibilities
Adhere to FAA AMS policy
Develop and maintain acquisition
baselines
Deal with contractors from a project/
program perspective
Establish an effective relationship with
contracting officials

Ensure COTS is utilized wherever possible

Be actively involved in developing SOW
and RFP and evaluating contractor
responses and performance
Ensure effective procurement policies are
followed
Ensure acquisition strategies avoid
government risk

Develop contents of RFP/SOW/response
evaluation criteria
Develop a robust business plan
Execute COTR responsibilities
Adhere to FAA AMS policy
Develop and maintain acquisition
baselines
Deal with contractors from a project/
program perspective
Establish an effective relationship with
contracting officials
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144
144

145

Performance Levels (Continued)
Ensure that program and project managers
are knowledgeable of their COTR
responsibilities
Take a leadership role in source selection,
assuring good communications between
project/program managers and contracting
officials, and the development of robust
business plans

Project
Prerequisite Manager

Procurement

Performance Levels (Continued)
Ensure that program and project managers
are knowledgeable of their COTR
responsibilities
Take a leadership role in source selection,
assuring good communications between
project/program managers and contracting
officials, and the development of robust
business plans

Project
Prerequisite Manager

Procurement

Project
Manager
Major

Project
Manager
Major

Program
Manager

Program
Manager

Portfolio
Manager/
Executive

Portfolio
Manager/
Executive

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

145
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146
146

147

2
2
2

2
2

2

Knowledge Levels
Inputs to cost control & cost control products
Resource planning/cost estimating/budgeting
processes & products
Tools/techniques utilized for controlling changes
to the cost baseline/ budget
Tools/techniques utilized for baseline execution
Tools/techniques utilized for resource planning
and compilation of cost estimates/budgets
Budget preparation process
Cost driver identification
Inputs to resource planning/cost estimating/
budgeting
Resource planning/cost estimating/budgeting
products
Project resources, resource utilization/redeployment plan
Data collection techniques

3

3

3

3
3

147

2
2
2

2
2

2

3

3

3

3
3

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
2

Cost

Knowledge Levels
Inputs to cost control & cost control products
Resource planning/cost estimating/budgeting
processes & products
Tools/techniques utilized for controlling changes
to the cost baseline/ budget
Tools/techniques utilized for baseline execution
Tools/techniques utilized for resource planning
and compilation of cost estimates/budgets
Budget preparation process
Cost driver identification
Inputs to resource planning/cost estimating/
budgeting
Resource planning/cost estimating/budgeting
products
Project resources, resource utilization/redeployment plan
Data collection techniques

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
2

Cost

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration
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Techniques for risk adjusting cost and budget
data and establishing contingency and
management reserves
Strategic resource allocation

Cost control techniques
Budget management techniques
Audit techniques
Processes for cost estimating and cost
assignment to tasks
Processes for developing budgets and
prioritizing them
Techniques for developing life cycle cost
estimates

Techniques for risk adjusting cost and budget
data and establishing contingency and
management reserves
Strategic resource allocation

Cost control techniques
Budget management techniques
Audit techniques
Processes for cost estimating and cost
assignment to tasks
Processes for developing budgets and
prioritizing them
Techniques for developing life cycle cost
estimates
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148

3
3
3

3
3
3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

149
149

Define/evaluate factors that may cause cost
changes

Develop basic cost/benefit analyses
Revise cost estimates
Update budget information
Identify drivers of cost
Document cost lessons learned
Determine and revise cost estimates and resource requirements
Develop and update budget information
Develop resource requirements
Make decisions
Document information
Monitor/track output/results
Use performance measurement tools

Performance Levels

Define/evaluate factors that may cause cost
changes

Develop basic cost/benefit analyses
Revise cost estimates
Update budget information
Identify drivers of cost
Document cost lessons learned
Determine and revise cost estimates and resource requirements
Develop and update budget information
Develop resource requirements
Make decisions
Document information
Monitor/track output/results
Use performance measurement tools

Performance Levels

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Cost

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Cost

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

Utilize cost analysis methods/tools to identify
cost variations, evaluate options, and
recommend actions
Ensure consistent cost estimating/budgeting/
resource allocation across multiple project and
life cycle phases
Educate project managers on budget policy/
constraints
Assemble/defending program level prioritized
budgets
Establish and monitor program operational cost/
life cycle cost performance of in-service assets
Monitor program resource availability
Evaluate program financial performance
Ensure that cost and life cycle costs are risk
adjusted
Ensure consistent cost estimating/budgeting
Educate project/program managers on budget
policy/constraints
Assemble portfolio level prioritized budgets
Defend budget requests

150
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Utilize cost analysis methods/tools to identify
cost variations, evaluate options, and
recommend actions
Ensure consistent cost estimating/budgeting/
resource allocation across multiple project and
life cycle phases
Educate project managers on budget policy/
constraints
Assemble/defending program level prioritized
budgets
Establish and monitor program operational cost/
life cycle cost performance of in-service assets
Monitor program resource availability
Evaluate program financial performance
Ensure that cost and life cycle costs are risk
adjusted
Ensure consistent cost estimating/budgeting
Educate project/program managers on budget
policy/constraints
Assemble portfolio level prioritized budgets
Defend budget requests
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151

Performance Levels (Continued)
Identify portfolio cost drivers
Monitor portfolio life cycle cost performance
Monitor portfolio resource availability
Evaluate portfolio financial performance
Make priority decisions on resource allocation

Performance Levels (Continued)
Identify portfolio cost drivers
Monitor portfolio life cycle cost performance
Monitor portfolio resource availability
Evaluate portfolio financial performance
Make priority decisions on resource allocation

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Cost

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Cost

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

151
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152
152

153

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
Knowledge Levels
Tools/techniques utilized for project scheduling
2
3
Preliminary planning activities to assure meeting
time requirements.
3
Project schedule development and control to
assure time requirements are met
3
Workload balancing techniques
3
Resource-leveling techniques
3
Project management at the milestone level
4
Techniques for improving schedule performance
4
Techniques for risk adjusting schedules
4
Utilization of milestones across multiple
4
programs and projects
Schedule performance evaluation methods
4

Time

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
Knowledge Levels
Tools/techniques utilized for project scheduling
2
3
Preliminary planning activities to assure meeting
time requirements.
3
Project schedule development and control to
assure time requirements are met
3
Workload balancing techniques
3
Resource-leveling techniques
3
Project management at the milestone level
4
Techniques for improving schedule performance
4
Techniques for risk adjusting schedules
4
Utilization of milestones across multiple
4
programs and projects
Schedule performance evaluation methods
4

Time

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

153
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154
154

155
155

Update schedules, identify trends, initiate
corrective actions
Develop schedules and identify schedule
constraints
Develop schedule progress reports
Define procedures by which schedules may
change
Document lessons learned, including causes of
activities leading to schedule changes and
reasons for selecting specific corrective actions
Develop project timelines
Estimate resource requirements

Develop an activity list of with duration
estimates
Develop a project network diagram
Comply with schedule related tasking

Performance Levels
Analyze schedule performance for trends and
corrective actions

Update schedules, identify trends, initiate
corrective actions
Develop schedules and identify schedule
constraints
Develop schedule progress reports
Define procedures by which schedules may
change
Document lessons learned, including causes of
activities leading to schedule changes and
reasons for selecting specific corrective actions
Develop project timelines
Estimate resource requirements

Develop an activity list of with duration
estimates
Develop a project network diagram
Comply with schedule related tasking

Performance Levels
Analyze schedule performance for trends and
corrective actions

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Time

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Time

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

Establish milestones to apply across program
Harmonize schedules/milestones across
program
Establish program process for schedule
evaluation
Coordinate efforts to accelerate program
schedules
Ensure that schedules are risk adjusted
Make decisions to modify project schedules
Establish milestones to apply across portfolio
Coordination of schedules/milestones across
portfolio
Communicate policy for schedule development
Establish portfolio process for schedule
evaluation
Coordinate efforts to accelerate schedules
Ensure that schedules are risk adjusted
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Establish milestones to apply across program
Harmonize schedules/milestones across
program
Establish program process for schedule
evaluation
Coordinate efforts to accelerate program
schedules
Ensure that schedules are risk adjusted
Make decisions to modify project schedules
Establish milestones to apply across portfolio
Coordination of schedules/milestones across
portfolio
Communicate policy for schedule development
Establish portfolio process for schedule
evaluation
Coordinate efforts to accelerate schedules
Ensure that schedules are risk adjusted
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156

157
157

Tools/techniques utilized for evaluation of
potential risk events & the planning/development
of risk responses
Tools/techniques utilized for risk planning
COTS software risk factor management including
applying FAA COTS Risk Management Strategies
Method for determining risk likelihood and impact
Corrective action completion
Workaround development
Contingency plan development
Document risk lessons learned
Risk management planning

Knowledge Levels
Tools/techniques utilized for project risk closure
Tools/techniques for conducting risk response
control
Tools/techniques for execution of risk responses

2
2
2
2
2

2
2

2
2

3
3

2
2
2
2
2

2
2

2
2

3
3

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
2

Risk

Tools/techniques utilized for evaluation of
potential risk events & the planning/development
of risk responses
Tools/techniques utilized for risk planning
COTS software risk factor management including
applying FAA COTS Risk Management Strategies
Method for determining risk likelihood and impact
Corrective action completion
Workaround development
Contingency plan development
Document risk lessons learned
Risk management planning

Knowledge Levels
Tools/techniques utilized for project risk closure
Tools/techniques for conducting risk response
control
Tools/techniques for execution of risk responses

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
2

Risk

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

COTS software risk factor management including
applying FAA COTS Risk Management Strategies
Risk management concepts, tools, and
techniques to include determining likelihood,
impact and response options
Assumption identification techniques
Constraint identification techniques
FAA risk management policy
Effective techniques for risk planning and
continuing risk management
FAA process for monitoring COTS products for
obsolescence risk
Techniques for risk adjusting costs and schedules
FAA risk management policy and procedure
Techniques for monitoring and managing risks
across multiple projects and programs
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COTS software risk factor management including
applying FAA COTS Risk Management Strategies
Risk management concepts, tools, and
techniques to include determining likelihood,
impact and response options
Assumption identification techniques
Constraint identification techniques
FAA risk management policy
Effective techniques for risk planning and
continuing risk management
FAA process for monitoring COTS products for
obsolescence risk
Techniques for risk adjusting costs and schedules
FAA risk management policy and procedure
Techniques for monitoring and managing risks
across multiple projects and programs
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158

3

3

3

3

3
3

3
3

4
4

4

4

4
4

4

4

4

4

4

4

159
159

Provide and implement COTS product
obsolescence risk analysis techniques
Address all required risks in business plans
Establish/apply FAA risk management policy
Ensure effective risk planning and continuing
risk management

Determine and act on current risk situation
Document and disseminate risk information

Make decisions on project risk status and
apply project resources to reduce risk severity
Continually analyze risks and rate severity

Identify, document, and report risk issues to
recommend improvements to higher authorities
for application in future projects
Assist in developing risk response plans

Performance Levels
Capture risk lessons learned
Update risk response plan

Provide and implement COTS product
obsolescence risk analysis techniques
Address all required risks in business plans
Establish/apply FAA risk management policy
Ensure effective risk planning and continuing
risk management

Determine and act on current risk situation
Document and disseminate risk information

Make decisions on project risk status and
apply project resources to reduce risk severity
Continually analyze risks and rate severity

Identify, document, and report risk issues to
recommend improvements to higher authorities
for application in future projects
Assist in developing risk response plans

Performance Levels
Capture risk lessons learned
Update risk response plan

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Risk

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Risk

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

Establish policy and process for project/
program risk management

Understand stakeholder risk tolerance
Set/ensure application of FAA risk policy
Monitor COTS product obsolescence status

Ensure that schedules, costs, life cycle costs
are risk adjusted

Ensure project/program business cases
address required risks

Ensure that schedules, costs, life cycle costs
are risk adjusted
Assign ownership for specific risks

Ensure COTS products are monitored for
obsolescence

Ensure that risks are monitored for trigger
symptoms

Establish policy and process for project/
program risk management

Understand stakeholder risk tolerance
Set/ensure application of FAA risk policy
Monitor COTS product obsolescence status

Ensure that schedules, costs, life cycle costs
are risk adjusted

Ensure project/program business cases
address required risks

Ensure that schedules, costs, life cycle costs
are risk adjusted
Assign ownership for specific risks

Ensure COTS products are monitored for
obsolescence

Ensure that risks are monitored for trigger
symptoms
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160

161

1

Procedures for completing quality
checklists

161

1
1
1

Techniques for reductions in rework
Procedures for completing quality
checklists

1

1

1

1

1

Project
Prerequisite Manager
1
1
2

Tools/techniques utilized for quality
control, assurance, & planning
Process for making acceptance decisions

Impact the organization's quality policies
have on determining quality requirements
Quality concepts

Inputs and outputs for quality planning and
assurance
Inputs to determining quality requirements

Process adjustments
Inputs and outputs for quality control

Knowledge Levels

1

Techniques for reductions in rework

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

1

Tools/techniques utilized for quality
control, assurance, & planning
Process for making acceptance decisions

Impact the organization's quality policies
have on determining quality requirements
Quality concepts

Inputs and outputs for quality planning and
assurance
Inputs to determining quality requirements

Process adjustments
Inputs and outputs for quality control

Knowledge Levels

Project
Prerequisite Manager
1
1
2

Quality

Project
Manager
Major

Project
Manager
Major

Program
Manager

Program
Manager

Portfolio
Manager/
Executive

Portfolio
Manager/
Executive

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

Effective use of metrics

Development and selection of metrics to
monitor and assess quality across multiple
projects
Organizational level quality assurance and
control processes

Establishment of quality assurance and
control processes

Quality assurance and control procedures

2

Quality planning process
Tools/techniques utilized for quality
control/quality assurance

2

2
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Inputs and outputs for quality assurance

Effective use of metrics

Development and selection of metrics to
monitor and assess quality across multiple
projects
Organizational level quality assurance and
control processes

Establishment of quality assurance and
control processes

Quality assurance and control procedures

2

Quality planning process
Tools/techniques utilized for quality
control/quality assurance
2

2

Inputs and outputs for quality assurance
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162

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

163
163

Document lessons learned, including causes
of activities leading to quality changes, types
of quality changes, and reasons for selecting
specific corrective actions
Document acceptance decisions

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Quality

Accomplish directed acceptance decision
tasks
Apply quality plan requirements
Develop required metrics
Develop quality plan and metrics
Develop quality checklists
Identify and implement process adjustments to
ensure quality control and improvement efforts
Determine quality requirements
Impact the organization's quality policies for
determining quality requirements

Performance Levels
Complete quality checklists

Document lessons learned, including causes
of activities leading to quality changes, types
of quality changes, and reasons for selecting
specific corrective actions
Document acceptance decisions

Accomplish directed acceptance decision
tasks
Apply quality plan requirements
Develop required metrics
Develop quality plan and metrics
Develop quality checklists
Identify and implement process adjustments to
ensure quality control and improvement efforts
Determine quality requirements
Impact the organization's quality policies for
determining quality requirements

Performance Levels
Complete quality checklists

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Quality

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration
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Document lessons learned including causes of
activities leading to quality changes, types of
quality changes, and reasons for selecting
specific corrective actions
Ensure quality of all products under project or
program management
Implement quality management policy
throughout the life cycle
Establish quality policy for programs and
projects
Ensure effective quality management in
satisfying customer requirements across the
life cycle

Document reductions in rework
Complete quality checklists & other
documentation
Write metrics summary reports

Document lessons learned including causes of
activities leading to quality changes, types of
quality changes, and reasons for selecting
specific corrective actions
Ensure quality of all products under project or
program management
Implement quality management policy
throughout the life cycle
Establish quality policy for programs and
projects
Ensure effective quality management in
satisfying customer requirements across the
life cycle

Document reductions in rework
Complete quality checklists & other
documentation
Write metrics summary reports
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164
164

165

2

2

2
2
2
2

Knowledge Levels
Analysis techniques for project performance
Success criteria for project performance
Process for capturing lessons learned
Development of project performance reports
Process for communicating change request
information
Requirements for keeping project records
Development of project progress reports
Proper archiving of project files
Mechanisms for obtaining feedback from
stakeholders
Effective communication skills for a project
environment
Performance reporting process
Tools/techniques utilized for performance
reporting
Information distribution/time reporting process
Communications planning process

2
2
2

2
3

165

2

2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2

2
3

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
2
2
2
2

Communications

Knowledge Levels
Analysis techniques for project performance
Success criteria for project performance
Process for capturing lessons learned
Development of project performance reports
Process for communicating change request
information
Requirements for keeping project records
Development of project progress reports
Proper archiving of project files
Mechanisms for obtaining feedback from
stakeholders
Effective communication skills for a project
environment
Performance reporting process
Tools/techniques utilized for performance
reporting
Information distribution/time reporting process
Communications planning process

Project
Portfolio
Project
Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
2
2
2
2

Communications

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

Tools/techniques utilized for communications
planning
Interview processes
Knowledge of existing project documents
Documentation standards
Organizational records control/maintenance
and document management procedures
Project performance reporting process
Communication/reporting techniques
Communication management concepts, tools,
and techniques
Elements of an effective communications
process and project communications planning
Techniques for assuring inter-project
communications
Requirements for project and program
reporting
Communications demands across the FAA and
to other government and non-government
stakeholders
FAA vision and objectives so that comments as
an FAA spokesperson are consistent
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Tools/techniques utilized for communications
planning
Interview processes
Knowledge of existing project documents
Documentation standards
Organizational records control/maintenance
and document management procedures
Project performance reporting process
Communication/reporting techniques
Communication management concepts, tools,
and techniques
Elements of an effective communications
process and project communications planning
Techniques for assuring inter-project
communications
Requirements for project and program
reporting
Communications demands across the FAA and
to other government and non-government
stakeholders
FAA vision and objectives so that comments as
an FAA spokesperson are consistent
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2

2

3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3

3
3
3

3
3
3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
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167

Develop and utilize mechanisms for obtaining
stakeholder feedback
Develop project success criteria
Document lessons learned
Write performance reports

Establish a project status reporting process and
cycle
Maintain project records
Develop project progress reports
Respond to expected and unexpected
information requests without impacting project
progress

Performance Levels
Help develop project communications plan
Conduct thorough analyses
Assist in developing project performance reports
Obtain feedback from stakeholders
Be an effective FAA spokesperson to industry

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Communications

Develop and utilize mechanisms for obtaining
stakeholder feedback
Develop project success criteria
Document lessons learned
Write performance reports

Establish a project status reporting process and
cycle
Maintain project records
Develop project progress reports
Respond to expected and unexpected
information requests without impacting project
progress

Performance Levels
Help develop project communications plan
Conduct thorough analyses
Assist in developing project performance reports
Obtain feedback from stakeholders
Be an effective FAA spokesperson to industry

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Communications

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

Generate/disseminate status, progress and
forecast reports to stakeholders
Represent the program to industry
Keep program stakeholders informed
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Implement project information retrieval and
distribution systems
Communicate effectively verbally and in writing
Organize and facilitate meetings
Implement project performance reviews

Monitor compliance with communications plan to
ensure timely and accurate data are available
Organize, develop, and write reports
Document change requests
Use report tools, technology, techniques

Document change requests
Establish project files
Gather, assess, organize, integrate and
document information

Generate/disseminate status, progress and
forecast reports to stakeholders
Represent the program to industry
Keep program stakeholders informed

Implement project information retrieval and
distribution systems
Communicate effectively verbally and in writing
Organize and facilitate meetings
Implement project performance reviews

Monitor compliance with communications plan to
ensure timely and accurate data are available
Organize, develop, and write reports
Document change requests
Use report tools, technology, techniques

Document change requests
Establish project files
Gather, assess, organize, integrate and
document information
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168

169
169

Ensure processes for out-of-cycle access to
information
Serve as an FAA spokesperson to media

Ensure that project/program managers perform
communications planning
Maintain communication with all stakeholders

Establish communications process within
program
Assure projects do communications planning
Establish/maintain communication with project/
program managers

Communications

Ensure processes for out-of-cycle access to
information
Serve as an FAA spokesperson to media

Ensure that project/program managers perform
communications planning
Maintain communication with all stakeholders

Establish communications process within
program
Assure projects do communications planning
Establish/maintain communication with project/
program managers

Communications

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration
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170
170

171
171

Scope planning and definition policies/
procedures
Importance of scope change requests
Value-added participation in project inspections,
reviews, audits, and walkthroughs
Inputs to project initiation and development of
project scope
Project initiation and scope development
products
Requirements process
Tools/techniques utilized for formulating project
scope
Project charters
Stakeholder identification techniques
WBS development/decomposition techniques
Scope of work and performance criteria

Knowledge Levels
Influence of requirements process on scope

2
2

3
3

3
3

3

3

4
4
4

4

4

2
2

3
3

3
3

3

3

4
4
4

4

4

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
2

Scope

Scope planning and definition policies/
procedures
Importance of scope change requests
Value-added participation in project inspections,
reviews, audits, and walkthroughs
Inputs to project initiation and development of
project scope
Project initiation and scope development
products
Requirements process
Tools/techniques utilized for formulating project
scope
Project charters
Stakeholder identification techniques
WBS development/decomposition techniques
Scope of work and performance criteria

Knowledge Levels
Influence of requirements process on scope

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
2

Scope

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

Requirements process and product/service
specifications
Organizational and other resource pools
Project selection and chartering process
Program and project chartering

Requirements process and product/service
specifications
Organizational and other resource pools
Project selection and chartering process
Program and project chartering
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172

4
4

4
4

4

4

4

4

173

Performance Levels
Utilize WBS for workload planning
Help develop constraints and assumptions
Comply with scope management tasking
Conduct project reviews and audits
Develop a WBS with appropriate decomposition
decisions
Manage project in accordance with WBS
Write product/service specifications
Manage scope change requests
Determine/document scope lessons learned
Perform post-review meeting/write minutes/notes
Properly apply established policies
Apply rules fairly, but rigorously
Conduct work scope in accordance to plans
Participate in change management process
Assess interfaces to other projects
Convert information into work elements

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Scope

Performance Levels
Utilize WBS for workload planning
Help develop constraints and assumptions
Comply with scope management tasking
Conduct project reviews and audits
Develop a WBS with appropriate decomposition
decisions
Manage project in accordance with WBS
Write product/service specifications
Manage scope change requests
Determine/document scope lessons learned
Perform post-review meeting/write minutes/notes
Properly apply established policies
Apply rules fairly, but rigorously
Conduct work scope in accordance to plans
Participate in change management process
Assess interfaces to other projects
Convert information into work elements

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Scope

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

173

Create supporting documentation for the activity
list
Establish performance criteria
Write product/service specifications
Determine/document lessons learned
Identify reasoning behind corrective actions
chosen
Develop formal acceptance documentation
Identify change requests during work processes
and determine potential project scope changes
Manage WBS to manage project deliverables
Establish review/approval process for project
deliverables
Ensure project managers understand scope/
objective alignment
Ensure program scope fully covers program
objectives
Ensure scope change methodologies are
followed
Ensure project managers understand program
interfaces

174
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Create supporting documentation for the activity
list
Establish performance criteria
Write product/service specifications
Determine/document lessons learned
Identify reasoning behind corrective actions
chosen
Develop formal acceptance documentation
Identify change requests during work processes
and determine potential project scope changes
Manage WBS to manage project deliverables
Establish review/approval process for project
deliverables
Ensure project managers understand scope/
objective alignment
Ensure program scope fully covers program
objectives
Ensure scope change methodologies are
followed
Ensure project managers understand program
interfaces
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174

175

Ensure all project activity is WBS based
Ensure product scope fully covers functional
requirements
Ensure project/program managers understand
scope/objective alignment
Ensure project/program managers understand
project/program interfaces
Establish and enforcing scope change
methodologies
Ensure project/program scope fully covers
portfolio objectives

Ensure all project activity is WBS based
Ensure product scope fully covers functional
requirements
Ensure project/program managers understand
scope/objective alignment
Ensure project/program managers understand
project/program interfaces
Establish and enforcing scope change
methodologies
Ensure project/program scope fully covers
portfolio objectives

Scope

Scope

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

175
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176
176

177
177

Organizational planning and staff acquisition
process
Tools/techniques used for organizational
planning & staff acquisition
Tools/techniques utilized for team development
Tools/techniques for defining HR/
organizational requirements
Inputs to organizational planning and staff
acquisition
Outputs of organizational planning and staff
acquisition
Motivational techniques in a PM environment

Knowledge Levels
HR lessons learned
Organizational chart development
Role/responsibility assignments
Organizational breakdown structure

2

2
2

2

3
3

3

3

2

2
2

2

3
3

3

3

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
2
2
2
2

Human Resources

Organizational planning and staff acquisition
process
Tools/techniques used for organizational
planning & staff acquisition
Tools/techniques utilized for team development
Tools/techniques for defining HR/
organizational requirements
Inputs to organizational planning and staff
acquisition
Outputs of organizational planning and staff
acquisition
Motivational techniques in a PM environment

Knowledge Levels
HR lessons learned
Organizational chart development
Role/responsibility assignments
Organizational breakdown structure

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive
2
2
2
2

Human Resources

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

Organization policies/procedures/labor
agreements
Team-building methods/techniques/motivation
Conflict resolution techniques/conflict resolution
Labor management
Project manager professional development
needs
Techniques for optimum manpower support in a
matrix management environment
FAA project and program manager career path
process
Assessment of project and program manager
competence and readiness for increased
responsibility
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Organization policies/procedures/labor
agreements
Team-building methods/techniques/motivation
Conflict resolution techniques/conflict resolution
Labor management
Project manager professional development
needs
Techniques for optimum manpower support in a
matrix management environment
FAA project and program manager career path
process
Assessment of project and program manager
competence and readiness for increased
responsibility
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178
178

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

179
v

179

Write performance appraisals & document
improvements

Performance Levels
Document HR lessons learned
Help develop organizational charts
Help develop role/responsibility assignments
Help develop organizational breakdown
structure
Develop role/responsibility assignments
Develop an organizational breakdown structure
Perform team building
Write job descriptions
Perform HR project closure activities (final
review/reassign)
Document HR lessons learned, including
causes of activities leading to changes, types of
changes, and reasons for selecting specific
corrective actions
Design organizational charts and role/
responsibility assignment

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Human Resources

Write performance appraisals & document
improvements

Performance Levels
Document HR lessons learned
Help develop organizational charts
Help develop role/responsibility assignments
Help develop organizational breakdown
structure
Develop role/responsibility assignments
Develop an organizational breakdown structure
Perform team building
Write job descriptions
Perform HR project closure activities (final
review/reassign)
Document HR lessons learned, including
causes of activities leading to changes, types of
changes, and reasons for selecting specific
corrective actions
Design organizational charts and role/
responsibility assignment

Project
Portfolio
Project Manager Program Manager/
Prerequisite Manager Major
Manager Executive

Human Resources

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Administration

v

Make decisions on project manager selection/
assignment
Ensure competent project managers are
assigned
Evaluate project manger professional
competence
Ensure effective matrix management
Establish project/program manager competency
requirements
Evaluate project/program manager professional
competence
Establish effective processes for matrix
management
Establish professional development processes
Mentor project/program managers in
professional development
Ensure organization has effective training
Make decisions on project/program manager
selection/assignment

Obtain HR in a matrix management environment
Mentor project managers in professional
development
Ensure effective training of project managers

180
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Make decisions on project manager selection/
assignment
Ensure competent project managers are
assigned
Evaluate project manger professional
competence
Ensure effective matrix management
Establish project/program manager competency
requirements
Evaluate project/program manager professional
competence
Establish effective processes for matrix
management
Establish professional development processes
Mentor project/program managers in
professional development
Ensure organization has effective training
Make decisions on project/program manager
selection/assignment

Obtain HR in a matrix management environment
Mentor project managers in professional
development
Ensure effective training of project managers
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180

Federal Aviation Administration

181

Federal Aviation Administration

181

